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Abstract
Scale Up Bayesian Network Learning
by
Xiannian Fan
Adviser: Professor Changhe Yuan
Bayesian networks are widely used graphical models which represent uncertain relations
between the random variables in a domain compactly and intuitively. The first step of
applying Bayesian networks to real-word problems is typically building the network structure.
Optimal structure learning via score-and-search has become an active research topic in recent
years. In this context, a scoring function is used to measure the goodness of fit of a structure
to given data, and the goal is to find the structure which optimizes the scoring function.
The problem has been viewed as a shortest path problem, and has been shown to be NP-
hard. The complexity of the structure learning limits the usage of Bayesian networks. Thus,
we propose to leverage and model correlations among variables to improve the efficiency of
finding optimal structures of Bayesian networks.
In particular, the shortest path problem highlights the importance of two research issues:
the quality of heuristic functions for guiding the search, and the complexity of search space.
This thesis introduces several techniques for addressing the issues. We present effective
approaches to reducing the search space by extracting constraints directly from data. We
also propose various methods to improve heuristic functions, so as to search over the most
promising part of the solution space. Empirical results show that these methods significantly
improve the efficiency and scalability of heuristics search-based structure learning.
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We are in a new era of information. Everybody receives lots of information through web
service, mobile and internet. We need techniques or models to help us filter information
and collect useful information, otherwise, we will get overwhelmed by the huge amount of
information. Bayesian networks, also known as belief networks, are widely-used graphical
models that represent uncertain relations between random variables in an uncertain domain
compactly and intuitively [47]. For example, learning regulatory networks is a very active
area of research in computational biology, and our rigorously grounded learning methods
can replace many of the ad-hoc programs currently in use [63, 65]. With the help of the
networks, medical diagnosis can be more accurate.
Bayesian networks combine principles from graph theory, probability theory, computer
science and statistics. A Bayesian network consists of two components: a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) that encodes conditional independence relations between random variables and
conditional probability distributions associated with each variable.
Let us illustrate Bayesian networks with the widely used Alarm network. Assume your
1
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Figure 1.1: A Bayesian Network
house has a alarm system against burglary. You live in the seismically active area and the
alarm system can be triggered by an earthquake. You have two neighbors, Mary and John,
who do not know each other. If they hear the alarm they will call you, but this is not
guaranteed. Figure 1.1 shows the Bayesian network for the Alarm system. For each variable
Burglar, Earthquake, Alarm, JohnCalls and MaryCalls, there is a corresponding node in
the graph, while edges between these nodes represent probabilistic dependencies among
the corresponding random variables. These conditional dependencies are often estimated by
using known statistical and computational methods. For example, an edge from node Alarm
to node JohnCalls represents a statistical dependency between the two variables. Thus, the
arrow indicates that a value taken by JohnCalls depends on the value taken by Alarm, or
roughly speaking that Alarm influences JohnCalls. Alarm is then referred as a parent of
JohnCalls and, similarly, JohnCalls is then referred as a child of Alarm. The structure of
DAG guarantees that there is no directed cycle in the Bayesian networks; in other words,
there is no node that can be its own ancestor or its own descendent. Such a condition is of
vital importance to the factorization of the joint probability of a collection of nodes.
In addition to the DAG structure, which is often considered as the qualitative part of
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the Bayesian Networks, one needs to specify the quantitative parameters of Bayesian net-
works. These parameters are quantified by a set of conditional probability distributions
or conditional probability tables (CPTs), one for each variable conditioning on its parents.
In the Alarm system example shown in Figure 1.1, the CPT of p(J |A) tells us that: if
Alarm == True, the possibility of JohnCalls == True is 0.90; if Alarm == false, the
possibility of JohnCalls == True is 0.05. For the node that has no parent, a CPT will de-
preciate to prior probability distribution. For example, node Earchquake has no parent, its
CPT just contains the prior probability distribution; the probability of Earthquake == True
is 0.002.
Overall, a Bayesian network representation exploits the conditional independencies among
variables and provides a compact representation of the joint probability distribution. Apply-
ing Bayesian networks to real-world problems typically requires building graphical represen-
tations of relationships among variables. When these relationships are not known a priori,
the structure of Bayesian networks must be learned. The topic of this dissertation is about
Bayesian networks structure learning.
1.2 Overview
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: in Chapters 2 and 3, we in-
troduce the basic concepts of Bayesian network structure learning and different learning
algorithms. We propose methods for tightening the lower bounds and upper bounds for
breadth first branch and bound in Chapter 4, and propose methods to prune search space
by extracting constraints directly from data in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will further focus on
improving the admissible heuristic by using constraints to calculate a tighter bound. The
improved bound allows us to safely ignore more of the search space. Chapter 7 will discuss
how to predict stock price up/down movement using Bayesian networks. We briefly conclude
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and discuss the future work in Chapter 8.
Relation to the author’s prior work: Parts of the results concerning tightening bonds
have been published in the following two articles:
[26] Xiannian Fan, Changhe Yuan, and Brandon Malone.Tightening Bounds for Bayesian
Network Structure Learning. In Proceedings of the 28th AAAI Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (AAAI), 2014.
[25] Xiannian Fan, Changhe Yuan.An Improved Lower Bound for Bayesian Network Struc-
ture Learning. In Proceedings of the 29th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(AAAI), 2015.
The results concerning pruning search space using constraints learned from data have
been published in the following article:
[24] Xiannian Fan, Brandon Malone and Changhe Yuan. Finding Optimal Bayesian Net-
work Structures with Constraints Learned from Data. In Proceedings of the 30th An-
nual Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI-14), 2014.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and Terminology
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G that represents a joint prob-
ability distribution over a set of random variables V = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}. A directed arc from
Xi to Xj represents the dependence between the two variables; we say Xi is a parent of Xj.
We use PAj to stand for the parent set of Xj. The dependence relation between Xj and PAj
are quantified using a conditional probability distribution, P (Xj|PAj). The joint probability
distribution represented by G is factorized as the product of all the conditional probability
distributions in the network, i.e., P (X1, ..., Xn) =
∏n
i=1 P (Xi|PAi).
A Bayesian network is a simple graphical notation for conditional independent assertions
and hence for compact specification of full joint distributions. The above definition gives the
following syntax:
1. a set of nodes, one per variable
2. a directed acyclic graph
3. a conditional distribution for each node given its parents: P (Xi|PAi)
5
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With the help with these syntax, Bayesian network contains meaningful characteristics
among variables in the context: compactness, global semantics, local semantics and Markov
blanket.
Compactness. The Bayesian network is a compact representation of joint probability
distribution. A CPT for Boolean Xi with k Boolean parents has 2
k rows for the combinations
of parent values; each row needs one number p denoting the probability of Xi = true. The
complete network needs O(n ∗ 2k) parameters, which are linear with n. For the example in
Figure 1.1, we need 10 parameters. Without the network, we need 25 − 1 = 31 parameters
for specifying the full point distribution.
Global Semantics. Define the full joint distribution as the product of local conditional
distribution: P (X1, ..., Xn) =
∏n
i=1 P (Xi|PAi). For the example in Figure 1.1:
P (J = true,M = true, A = true, B = false, E = false)
= P (J = true|A = true) ∗ P (M = true|A = true)∗
P (A = true|B = false, E = false) ∗ P (B = false) ∗ P (E = false)
= 0.9 ∗ 0.7 ∗ 0.001 ∗ 0.999 ∗ 0.998
= 0.00063
Local Semantics. Each node is conditionally independent of its non-descendants given
the state of its parents. This property is used to reduce the number of parameters that are
required to characterize the joint probability distribution of the variables. The reduction
provides an efficient way to compute the posterior probabilities given evidence.
Markov Blanket. Each node is conditionally independent of all others given its Market
Blanket, which consists of its parents, children and children’s parents.
Given a dataset D = {D1, ..., DN}, where each data point Di is a vector of values over
variables V, learning a Bayesian network is the task of finding a network structure that best
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fits dataset D. In this work, we assume that each variable is discrete with a finite number
of possible values, and no data point has missing values.
2.2 Learning Parameters
Given the structure of a Bayesian network and a dataset, parameter learning is the prob-
lem of learning the conditional probability tables for each of the variables. The probabilities
are based on sufficient statistic–counts of particular instantiation–of the dataset. There are
mainly two methods for learning parameters: maximum likelihood estimate for complete
datasets and expectation maximization for incomplete datasets.
2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE)
Given a complete dataset D = {D1, ..., DN} with N independently and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) data samples. Assuming records are generated independently from the same
distribution, then the likelihood function w.r.t the set of samples is:




The maximum likelihood estimate of θ is the value θ̂ that maximized L(θ : D). Usually, it
is easier to work with the log-likelihood function:




2.2.2 Expectation Maximization (EM)
MLE method maximizes the likelihood of the data; however, the calculation requires a
complete dataset. EM [22] can be used for estimating sufficient statistics when datasets have
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missing values.
EM starts with an initial (possibly random) set of parameters. It then alternates between
an expectation phase and a maximization phase. In the expectation phase, the current pa-
rameters are used to estimate the missing values by performing inference in the current
Bayesian network. This has an effect of completing the dataset, though some of the vari-
able instantiations have fractional counts. In the next iteration of MLE, parameters are
computed with the completed dataset. The new parameters are guaranteed to never have a
smaller likelihood than the previous parameters. This process continues until the parameters
converge.
2.3 Learning Structure
Before using Bayesian networks, we first need to learn the structure of Bayesian networks.
Three approaches have been proposed for learning the structure networks from data. One
approach focuses on establishing conditional independence between variables using statistical
tests such as the Chi-square test. One structure is then built to maximize the number of
independencies discovered by the statistical tests. Another approach focuses on discovering a
Bayesian network to optimize a scoring function. The scoring function measures the goodness
of fit of a network to the dataset. The last approach is the hybrid of the previous approaches.
Chapter 3 will give details about different structure learning algorithms of these approaches.
2.4 Inference
After we know how to learn Bayesian networks and what the semantics are, we need
to understand how to use it. Typically, we will be in a situation in which we have some
evidence, that is , some of the variables are instantiated, and we want to infer something
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about the probability distribution of some other variables.
Formally, assume we are given a Bayesian network, with a set of variables V = {X1, X2, ..., Xn}.
The evidence variables are a set of variables E1, ..., Em in V, and for each Ei we are given
evidence ei. The query variables are a set of variables Q1, ..., Qk. The goal is to compute
P (Q1 = q1, ..., Qk = qk|E1 = e1, ..., Em = em) for all possible values of the query variables.
In other words, the inference task is to compute the conditional probability distribution over
the query variables given the evidence.
By the definition of conditional probability,
P (q1, ..., qk|e1, ..., em) =
P (q1, ..., qk, e1, ..., em)
P (e1, ..., em)
Since this holds for all values of the query variables, we can write, by equational notation,
P (Q1, ..., Qk|e1, ..., em) =
P (Q1, ..., Qk, e1, ..., em)
P (e1, ..., em)
If we have an algorithm to compute the joint distribution of a subset of variables in a BN, we
can use that to compute conditional probabilities. In our case, we would use the algorithm
to compute the joint probability distribution P (Q1, ..., Qk|e1, ..., em), then treat P (e1, ..., em)
as a normalizing factor, and compute it by






P (q1, ..., qk, e1, ..., ek)
In principle, a graphical model can be used to answer all of the query questions in formulas
described above. We simply generate the joint distribution and exhaustively sum out the
joint, search for the most likely entry. However this approach to the inference problem is
not very satisfactory, since it returns us to the exponential blowup of the joint distribution.
There are two main approaches in the field of inference: exact inference and approximate
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inference. In exact inference, we analytically compute the probability distribution over the
variables of interest. But sometimes, it is too hard for exact inference, in which case we can
use approximation techniques such as statistical sampling. The topic of inference would be
beyond the scope of this paper. Please refer to [38] for the detailed information for Bayesian
network inference.
2.5 Other Problems
Not all problems related to Bayesian networks are listed in previous categories. In this
section, we will discuss some problems which are not covered in previous sections.
2.5.1 Hidden Variables
Bayesian networks represent a probability distribution over the variables ; however, it
is possible that some other variables, not present in the dataset, also affect the probability
distribution. For example, a hidden class variable could influence all of the observed variables.
In cases like these, if the network does not include the hidden variables, then it may not
accurately model the probability distribution of the observed variables. If a hidden variable
is known to exist, but simply unobserved, then it can be treated as available with all values
missing. Relevant parameters can be estimated using EM. In other cases, unknown hidden
variables affect the probability distribution. Several algorithms exist for identifying hidden
variables [49]. This work assumes no hidden variables affect the probability distribution of
the observed variables.
2.5.2 Dynamic Bayesian Networks
Because Bayesian network structures are restricted to DAGs, they are unable to capture
cyclic relationships. This situation arises in, for example, learning gene regulatory networks
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[79]. In these networks, the protein products from gene g1 can affect g2 by being a tran-
scription factor, for example. The protein products of g2 can then affect g1, creating a cycle.
Dynamic Bayesian networks [39, 65] offer a solution to this problem. Dynamic Bayesian net-
works contain multiple vertices for each variable; each vertex corresponds to a different time
slice. The gene regulatory relationships could be modeled in a dynamic Bayesian network
with an edge between g1 and g2 in different time slices. This work does not consider these
sorts of relationships.
2.5.3 Equivalence Classes
The notion of equivalence plays an important role for Bayesian networks. For any given
Bayesian network, there is a corresponding set of probability distributions that can be rep-
resented by the Bayesian network. Two networks are equivalent if the set of distributions
that can be represented using one of the networks is identical to the set of distributions
that can be represented using the other [12]. Equivalence relation is reflexible, symmetric
and transitive, thus it defines a set of equivalence classes over Bayesian networks. Many of
scoring functions are score equivalent; that is, these scoring functions assign the same score
to equivalent networks. Both the MDL and BDe score functions are score equivalent [10].
Optimal structure learning algorithms learn one member of the equivalence class with the
optimal score. Chickering [10] describes an algorithm which identifies the equivalence class
of a Bayesian network. This algorithm can extract the equivalence class of the structure
found by the structure learning algorithms.
Chapter 3
Background of BN Structure Learning
Throughout this dissertation, we will focus on the problem of Bayesian networks structure
learning (BNSL). BNSL problem takes a dataset as inputs and produces a directed acyclic
graph as the output. Before we dive into the algorithmic details, let us briefly review some
basic concepts related to structure learning.
There are roughly three main approaches to the BNSL problem: score-based learning,
constraint-based learning and hybrid learning. Score-based learning evaluates the quality
of Bayesian network structures using a scoring function and selects the one that has the
best score [13, 32]. The methods in this approach basically formulate the learning problem
as a combinatorial optimization problem. They work well for datasets with not too many
variables, but may fail to find optimal solutions for large datasets. Constraint-based learning
typically uses statistical testings to identify conditional independence relations from the data
and build a Bayesian network structure that best fits those independence relations [47, 55,
10, 20, 64]. Constraint-based learning mostly relies on results of local statistical testings, so
it can often scale to large datasets. However, it is sensitive to the accuracy of the statistical
testings and may not work well when there is insufficient or noisy data. In comparison, score-
based learning works well even for datasets with relatively few data points. Hybrid learning
12
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aims to integrate the advantages of the previous two approaches and uses combinations of
constraint-based and/or score-based methods for solving the BNSL problem [17, 2, 61, 48].
One popular strategy is to use constraint-based learning to create a skeleton graph and then
use score-based learning to find a high-scoring network structure that is a subgraph of the
skeleton [61, 48].
In this dissertation, we adopt the score-based approach. We do not consider Bayesian
model averaging methods which aim to estimate the posterior probabilities of structural
features such as edges rather than model selection [32, 28, 16].
Score-based learning approach relies on a scoring function Score(.) in evaluating the
quality of a Bayesian network structure. A search strategy is used to find a structure G∗ that
optimizes the score. Therefore, methods falling into the category of score-based approaches
have two major elements, scoring functions and search strategies. We first introduce scoring
functions, then review two classes of search strategies, local search and optimal search.
3.1 Scoring Functions
Focusing on methods in score-based approaches, the Bayesian structure learning problem
can be formally formulated as follows: given a complete dataset D = {D1, ..., DN}, find a
DAG G∗ such that
G∗ = arg max
G∈Gn
Score(G)
where Score(G) is a scoring function measuring the degree of fitness of graph G to the
dataset, and GN is the family of all the DAGs defined on D. Many scoring functions can
be used to measure the quality of a network structure. It is common to classify scoring
functions into two main categories, Bayesian scoring functions and information-theoretic
scoring functions.
Bayesian scoring functions start calculation from a prior probability distribution on the
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possible networks, then continue to compute the posterior probability distribution condi-
tioned on dataset D. The best network is the one that maximizes the posterior probability.
These scoring functions are best represented by the Bayesian Dirichlet score (BD) [33] and
its variations, e.g., K2 [13], Bayesian Dirichlet score with score equivalence (BDe) [33], and
Bayesian Dirichlet score with score equivalence and uniform priors (BDeu) [9].
Information-theoretic scoring functions are based on compression. The score of a Bayesian
network is related to the compression that can be achieved over the dataset D with an
optimal code induced by the network. Shannon’s source coding theorem establishes the
limits to possible data compression and the operational meaning of the Shannon entropy.
Scoring functions belonging to this category include minimum description length (MDL) (or
equivalently Bayesian information criterion, BIC) [50, 57, 39], Akaike information criterion
(AIC) [4, 8], (factorized) normalized maximum likelihood function (NML/fNML) [53], and
the mutual information tests score (MIT) [19]. Due to the limit of space, we only illustrate
the MDL score as the delegation for Information-theoretic scores . Let ri be the number of
states of Xi, Npai be the number of data points consistent with PAi = pai, and Nxi,pai be





















In general, for efficiency purpose, all the scoring functions mentioned above have the
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property decomposable. A scoring function, Score(), is decomposable if the score assigned
to each network can decompose over the network structure in such a way that it can be
expressed as a sum of local scores which depend only on each node and its parents, that is,





A decomposable scoring function leads to a significant gain in the computational efficiency
over non-decomposable scoring function as it enables us to maximize the contribution to the
score of each variable independently.
3.2 Local Search Strategies
Learning a Bayesian network with a restricted number of parents for each variable
which optimizes a particular scoring function is NP-hard [11]. Given n variables, there
are O(n2n(n−1)) directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Due to the complexity of the problem,
many early learning algorithms focused on approximate learning [32, 7] techniques which
find local optima of the scoring function. Popular local search strategies that were used
include greedy hill climbing, max-min hill climbing, stochastic search, etc.
3.2.1 Hill Climbing
Greedy hill climbing methods have been proposed. They start from an initial solution,
which typically is an empty network without any edges, or a randomly generated structure,
and iteratively apply single edge operations, including addition, deletion and reversal, looking
for the choice that locally maximizes the score improvement. Extensions to this approach
include tabu search with random restarts [30], limiting the number of parents or parameters
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for each variable [29], searching in the space of equivalence classes [12], searching in the space
of variable orderings [59], and searching under the constraints extracted from data.
3.2.2 Max-Min Hill Climbing
Max-min hill-climbing (MMHC) [61], a double step algorithm, was proposed. After first
executing a statistical conditional independence test to find a reduced set of candidate parent
sets, it applies a greedy hill-climbing step to find a local optimal solution. MMHC is classified
as a hybrid method between the scoring-based method and the constraint-based method.
The Max-min step, based on the Max-min parent-children [61], is a heuristic that looks
for a set of candidates for each node in the graph. It aims to find an undirected graph
representing the skeleton of original DAG by looking for subsets of variables Z conditionally
separating pairs of variables X, Y . Such test is denoted as T (X, Y |Z), and is G2 test in [61].
MMPC works as follows. Let PCGX be the set of parents and children for node X in
a Bayesian network over P that is Markov equivalent with respect to G, it holds that
PCGX = PC
G′
X , and we can write only PCX . Thus, the set of parents and children of a
node is the same for all Markov equivalent Bayesian networks over the same probability dis-
tribution P . MMPC performs the conditional independence test T (X, Y |Z) in a subroutine
called MinAssoc, The logarithm of the so obtained p−value is called the association between
variables.
The Max-min heuristic, for each variable X, iteratively constructs a set of variables with
high association with X (the CPC set), picking up at each iteration the variable Y with the
largest association, until such association falls under a minimum value. The set of CPCs
found by the Max-min heuristic form the skeleton of the Bayesian network.
The hill-climbing algorithm is then applied to the skeleton to perform a local search, by
using three possible edge operations over DAGs (edge insertion, edge removal and edge rever-
sal) and greedily choosing the one that increases the score the most until no improvement.
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The search space for edges is limited to the ones allowed by skeleton found by Max-min
heuristic.
3.2.3 Stochastic Search
Stochastic search methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo and simulated annealing
have also been applied to find a high-scoring structure [32, 21, 43]. These methods explore the
solution space using non-deterministic transitions between neighboring network structures
while favoring better solutions. The stochastic moves are used in hope to escape local optima
and find better solutions.
3.3 Optimal Search Strategies
Local search methods are quite robust in the face of large learning problems with many
variables. However, they do not guarantee to find an optimal solution. What is worse, the
quality of their solutions is typically unknown. Recently multiple exact algorithms have been
developed for learning optimal Bayesian networks.
3.3.1 Branch-and-Bound
A branch and bound algorithm (BB) was proposed in [18] for learning Bayesian networks.
The algorithm first creates a cyclic graph by allowing each variable to obtain optimal parents
from all other variables. A best-first search strategy is then used to break the cycles by
removing one edge at a time. The algorithm uses an approximation algorithm to estimate
an initial upper bound solution for pruning. The algorithm also occasionally expands the
worst nodes in the search frontier in hope to find better networks to update the upper bound.
At completion, the algorithm finds an optimal network structure that is a subgraph of the
initial cyclic graph. If the algorithm runs out of memory before finding the solution, it will
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switch to using a depth-first search strategy to find a suboptimal solution. Authors claim
their algorithms to be optimal. Such optimality, however, is under the constraint that each
variable can only select parents from optimal parent sets.
3.3.2 Dynamic Programming
Several dynamic programming algorithms are proposed based on the observation that a
Bayesian network has at least one leaf [44, 54]. A leaf is a variable with no child variables in
a Bayesian network. In order to find an optimal Bayesian network for a set of variables V, it
is sufficient to find the best leaf. For any leaf choice X, the best possible Bayesian network is
constructed by letting X choose an optimal parent set PAX from V\{X} and letting V\{X}
form an optimal subnetwork. Then the best leaf choice is the one that minimizes the sum of
Score(X,PAX) and Score(V\{X}) for a scoring function Score(.). More formally, we have:
Score(V) = min
X∈V
{Score(V \ {X}) +BestScore(X,V \ {X})}, (3.5)
where
BestScore(X,V \ {X}) = min
PAX⊆V\{X}
Score(X,PAX). (3.6)
Given the above recurrence relation, a dynamic programming algorithm works as follows.
It first finds optimal structures for single variables, which is trivial. Starting with these base
cases, the algorithm builds optimal subnetworks for increasingly larger variable sets until
an optimal network is found for V. The dynamic programming algorithms can find an
optimal Bayesian network in O(n2n) time and space [37, 44, 52, 54]. Recent algorithms
have improved the memory complexity by either trading longer running times for reduced
memory consumption [46] or taking advantage of the layered structure present within the
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dynamic programming lattice.
3.3.3 Integer Linear Programming
Integer linear programming (ILP) has been used to learn optimal Bayesian network struc-
tures [15, 34]. The BNSL problem is formulated as an integer linear program over a polytope
with an exponential number of facets. An outer bound approximation to the polytope is then
solved. If the solution of the relaxed problem is integral, it is guaranteed to be the optimal
structure. Otherwise, cutting planes and branch and bound algorithms are subsequently
applied to find the optimal structure.
Specifically, for each variable x and candidate parent set PA , a binary variable I(PA→
x) is created. I(PA→ x) = 1 if and only if PA are the parents of x in an optimal BN.These
variables were called family variables. Table 3.1 shows coding of family variables. For each




I(PA1,1 → X1) I(PA1,2 → X1) ... I(PA1,k1 → X1)
I(PA2,1 → X2) I(PA2,2 → X2) ... I(PA2,k2 → X2)
I(PA3,1 → X3) I(PA3,2 → X1) ... I(PA3,k3 → X3)
... ... ... ...
I(PAn,1 → Xn) I(PAn,2 → Xn) ... I(PAn,kn → Xn)
Table 3.1: coding for family variables




s(x, PA)I(PA→ x) (3.7)
To use an integer linear programming approach, it is necessary to use linear constraints
to ensure that only valid DAGs are feasible.
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Jaakkola etc. [34] used a family of cluster constraints which impose that, for every subset
C ⊂ V of the nodes of the graph G, there must be at least one node whose parent set either
completely lies outside C, or is an empty set. Formally, the cluster constraints are defined





I(PA→ x) ≥ 1 (3.8)
This class of constraints stems from the observation that any subset C of nodes in a
DAG must contain at least one node which has no parent in that subset. Clearly, there is an
exponential number of cluster constraints. The method to this problem is to remove them,
solve the linear relaxation of the problem and look for violated constraints.
Cussens etc. [15, 5] inherited Jaakola’s approach, but treated problem with branch-and-
cut strategy: they consider the relaxed problem obtained by removing a more general version
of the cluster constraints from the node and solve it, adding the most effective cluster con-
straints as cutting planes when needed, getting a solution x∗. If x∗ does not violate any
cluster constraints and is integer-value, the problem is solved; otherwise, x∗ is used to be
branched on, creating two new subproblems.
3.3.4 Heuristic Search
In [68], BN structure learning was cast as a shortest path search problem. This disserta-
tion is focusing on the heuristic search based structure learning algorithms. Let us begin this
section with details about the shortest path graph search formulation and basics of heuristic
search.
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Figure 3.1: An order graph for four variables.
Shortest Path Finding Formulation
Yuan and Malone [67] formulated BNSL as a shortest-path finding problem. Figure 3.1
shows the implicit search graph for four variables. The top-most node with the empty
variable set is the start node, and the bottom-most node with the complete set is the goal
node. An arc from U to U ∪ {Xi} in the graph represents generating a successor node by
adding a new variable Xi as a leaf to an existing subnetwork of variables U; the cost of the
arc is equal to the score of the optimal parent set for Xi out of U, which is computed by
considering all subsets of the variables in PA ⊆ U, PA ∈ Pi, i.e.,
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In this search graph, each path from start to goal corresponds to an ordering of the
variables in the order of their appearance, so the search graph is also called as order graph.
Each variable selects optimal parents from the variables that precede it, so combining the
optimal parent sets yields an optimal structure for that ordering. The shortest path gives
the global optimal structure.
Finding Optimal Parent Sets
Before introducing algorithms for solving the shortest path problem, let us first see how
to obtain the cost BestScore(X,U) for each arc U → U ∪ {X} that we will visit in the
order graph.
Yuan and Malone [67] used a data structure called parent graph to compute costs for
the arcs of the order graph. Each variable has its own parent graph. The parent graph for
variable X is a Hasse diagram consisting of all subsets of the variables in V \ {X}. Each
node U stores the optimal parent set PAX out of U which minimizes Score(X,PAX) as
well as BestScore(X,U) itself. For example, Figure 3.2(b) shows a sample parent graph
for X1 that contains the best scores of all subsets of {X2, X3, X4}. To obtain Figure 3.2(b),
however, we first need to calculate the preliminary graph in Figure 3.2(a) that contains the
raw score of each subset U as the parent set of X1, i.e., Score(X1,U). These scores can be
calculated based on the counts for particular instantiations of the parent and child variables,
which is done by AD-tree [42]
The full parent graph for each variable X exhaustively enumerates all subsets of V\{X}
and stores BestScore(X,U) for all of those subsets. Naively, this approach requires storing
n2n−1 scores and parent sets [52]. Fortunately, not all parent sets can possibly be in the
optimal Bayesian network; certain parent sets can be discarded without ever calculating
their values.
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Figure 3.2: A sample parent graph for variable X1. (a) The raw scores Score(X1, .) for all
the parent sets. The first line in each node gives the parent set, and the second line gives the
score of using all of that set as the parents for X1. (b) The optimal scores BestScore(X1, .)
for each candidate parent set. The second line in each node gives the optimal score using
some subset of the variables in the first line as parents for X1. (c) The optimal parent sets
and their scores. The pruned parent sets are shown in gray. A parent set is pruned if any of
its predecessors has a better score.
Finding the Shortest Path
After casting the structure learning problem as the shortest path finding problem in
Section 3.3.4, and knowing how to select the optimal parents set for a variable, we are ready
to employ graph search methods now. Graph search is a fundamental problem in computer
science. Heuristics are useful tools for the graph search problem. They guide the search
process by estimating the remaining cost from one node to the goal [23], which measures
whether one node is more promising than the rest. In this section we will first introduce
the basics of heuristics and then we will review exiting heuristics for the Bayesian networks
structure learning.
Preliminary of Heuristic
Definition 1. (Heuristic) A heuristic h is an evaluation function on the node U , mapping
U to R ≥ 0.
The heuristic h(U) is an underestimate if h(U) is less than or equal to the actual cost of
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a lowest-cost path from node U to the goal node. The heuristic function is a way to inform
the search about the distance(cost) to the goal node. It provides an informed way to guess
which neighbor of a node is more promising in leading to the goal.
Let us briefly give an intuitive description of how heuristic knowledge can help to guide
the search into the promising direction. Let g(U) be the path cost from start node to current
node U and h(U) be the heuristic estimate. The equation
f(U) = g(U) + h(U)
is important in understanding the behavior of heuristic search algorithms. Let us begin with
how A* uses heuristics [23]. The heuristic f(U) provides A* an estimate of the minimum
cost from node U to the goal node.
• In one extreme case, if h(U) is 0, then only g(U) plays a role, and A* turns into the
Dijkstra’s algorithm [23], which is guaranteed to find a shortest path.
• if h(U) is lower or equal to the cost of moving from U to the goal node, then A* is
guaranteed to find a shortest path. The lower h(U) is, the more nodes A* expands
during the search, making the search inefficient.
• if h(U) is equal to the cost of moving from U to the goal node, then A* will only
explore one best path and never expand any other nodes.
• if h(U) is greater than the cost of moving from U to the goal node, then A* is not
guaranteed to find a shortest path.
Let cost(U, goal) denote the true cost(distance) from U to the goal node. A heuristic h(U)
is guaranteed to find a shortest path if we can make sure the heuristics never overestimate
cost(U, goal) .
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Definition 2. (Admissible Heuristic) A heuristic h is an admissible heuristic if it is a lower
bound for the optimal solution costs; that is, h(U) ≤ cost(U, goal) for all U .
Definition 3. (Consistent Heuristic) A heuristic h is a consistent heuristic if h(U) ≤ h(V )+
cost(U, V ) for all edge e = (U, V ) in the search graph.
The following statements hold [23]:
• Consistent heuristics are admissible.
• The maximum of two admissible heuristics is an admissible heuristic.
• The maximum of two consistent heuristics is a consistent heuristic.
• Admissible heuristics are not necessarily consistent.
Figure 3.3: Finding Shortest Path by Heuristic Search.
Back to the shortest path formulation of Bayeisian network structure learning problem.
An admissible heuristic function is used to calculate a lower bound on the cost from a node U
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in the order graph to goal. An f−cost is calculated for U by summing the cost from start to
U (called g(U)) and the lower bound from U to goal (called h(U)). So f(U) = g(U)+h(U).
The f − cost provides an optimistic estimation on how good a path through U can be.
Search Algorithms
This shortest path problem has been solved using several heuristic search algorithms,
including A* [68], anytime window A* (AWA*) [40] and breadth-first branch and bound
(BFBnB) [41].
In A* [31], the search maintains a list of nodes to be expanded sorted by f − costs
called open list and a list of already-expanded nodes called closed list. Initially, the open
list contains just the start node, and the closed list is empty. Nodes are then expanded
from the open list in best-first order according to f-costs. Expanded nodes are added to the
closed list. As better paths to nodes are discovered, they are added to the open list. Upon
expanding the goal node, the shortest path from the start node to the goal node has been
found.
In AWA* [3], a sliding window search strategy is used to explore the order graph over a
number of iterations. During each iteration, the search can be stopped early if a resource
bound, such as running time, is exceeded; the best solution found so far is outputted.
In BFBnB [69], nodes are expanded one level at a time. Before beginning the BFBnB
search, a quick search strategy, such as AWA* for a few iterations or greedy hill climbing, is
used to find a “good” network and its score. The score is used as an upper bound. During
the BFBnB search, any node with an f − cost greater than the upper bound can safely be
pruned.
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3.3.5 Comparison among Existing Algorithms
Integer linear programming approach formulates the BNSL problem as an integer linear
program whose variables correspond to the potential optimal parent sets of all variables
(called family variables), thus the efficiency depends on the number of family variables, while
the heuristic search approach formulates the BNSL problem as the graph search problem
whose efficiency depends on complexity of the search space, which is 2n, where n is the
number of variables.
Yuan etc. [67] compared these two approaches. They compared GOBNILP (a public
software using integer linear programming method) to A* algorithm (which guarantees to
expand the minimum number of nodes in heuristic search algorithms). The comparison
between GOBNILP and A* showed that each of them has its own advantages. A* was able
to find optimal Bayesian networks for all datasets well within the time limit. GOBNILP
failed to learn optimal Bayesian networks for some benchmark datasets. The reason is that
GOBNILP formulates the learning problem as an integer linear program whose variables
correspond to the optimal parent sets of all variables. Even though these datasets do not
have many variables, they have many optimal parent sets, so the integer programs for them
have too many variables to be solvable within the time limit. On the other hand, the results
also showed that GOBNILP was quite efficient on many benchmark datasets. Even though
a dataset may have many variables, GOBNILP can solve it efficiently as long as the number
of optimal parent sets is small.
These insights are quite important, as they provide a guideline for choosing a suitable
algorithm given the characteristic of a dataset. If there are many optimal parent sets but not
many variables, heuristic search is the better algorithm; if the opposite is true, integer linear
programming is better. In comparison to integer linear programming, heuristic search is less
sensitive to the number of optimal parent sets, number of data points or scoring functions,
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but is more sensitive to the number of variables in the datasets.
Chapter 4
Tightening Bounds for BFBnB
Malone et al. [41] proposed to use the breadth-first branch and bound algorithm(BFBnB)
to solve the shortest path problem. BFBnB uses two bounds, a lower bound and an upper
bound, to prune the search space and scale up Bayesian network learning.
An upper bound ub is found at the beginning of the search using a hill climbing search
[61]. A lower bound called f − cost is calculated for each node U by summing two costs,
g − cost and h − cost, where g − cost stands for the shortest distance from the start node
to U, and h− cost stands for an optimistic estimation on how far away U is from the goal
node. The h− cost is calculated from a heuristic function. Whenever f > ub, all the paths
extending U are guaranteed to lead to suboptimal solutions and are discarded immediately.
The algorithm terminates when reaching the goal node.
Clearly the tightness of the lower and upper bounds has a high impact on the performance
of the algorithm. In this chapter, we propose methods for tightening the bounds of BFBnB.
29
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4.1 Tighten Lower Bounds
We first deal with lower bounds. After providing a brief review of the k-cycle conflict
heuristic which gives a lower bound, we will discuss how it can be tightened. The following
simple heuristic function was introduced in [68] for computing lower bounds.





The solution of a relaxed problem often serves as a useful admissible estimate of the
original. For example, Manhattan distance is a relaxed version of the n-puzzle problem,
because we assume we can move each tile to its position independently of moving the other
tiles. The above heuristic function allows each remaining variable to choose optimal parents
from all of the other variables. Therefore it completely relaxes the acyclicity constraint of
Bayesian networks in the estimation. The heuristic was proven to be admissible, meaning it
never overestimates the future distance [68]. Admissible heuristics guarantee the optimality.
However, because of the complete relaxation of the acyclicity constraint, the simple heuristic
may generate loose lower bounds.
In [66], an improved heuristic function called k-cycle conflict heuristic was proposed by
reducing the amount of relaxation. The idea is to divide the variables into multiple groups
with a size up to k and enforce acyclicity within each group while still allowing cycles between
the groups. There are two major approaches to dividing the groups. One is to enumerate
all of the subsets with a size up to k (each subset is called a pattern); a set of mutually
exclusive patterns covering V \U can be selected to produce a lower bound for node U as
the heuristic is additive [27]. This approach is called dynamic pattern database. In [66], the
dynamic pattern database was created by performing a reverse breadth-first search for the


























Figure 4.1: Two pattern databases for a 8 variables problem. 8 variables are partitioned
into two groups, V1 = {X1, X2, X3, X4} and V2 = {X5, X6, X7, X8}. (Left ) The pattern
database for group V1; bold arrows show the path corresponding to the score P1 for pattern
{X2, X3}, where P1 = BestScore(X3, {X1, X2, X4} ∪V2) +BestScore(X2, {X1, X4} ∪V2).
(Right ) The pattern database for group V2; bold arrows show the path corresponding
to the score P2 for pattern {X5, X7}, where P2 = BestScore(X7, {X5, X6, X8} ∪ V1) +
BestScore(X5, {X6, X8}∪V1) . The heuristic value for pattern {X2, X3, X5, X7} is P1 +P2.
last k layers in the order graph. The search began with the goal node V whose reverse g
cost is 0. A reverse arc from U′ ∪{X} to U′ corresponds to selecting the best parents for X
from among U′ and has a cost of BestScore(X,U′).
The other approach is to divide the variables V into several static groups Vi (typically
two). The idea is to partition the variables V into multiple groups Vi (typically two), i.e.
V =
⋃
i Vi, and enforce acyclicity within each group while still allowing cycles between the
groups. For the partition, we need to compute a pattern database for each group Vi. For this
particular problem, a pattern database for group Vi is basically a full order graph containing
all subsets of Vi. We will use a backward breadth first search to create the graph layer by
layer starting from the node Vi. The cost for any reverse arc from U∪{X} to U in this order
graph will be BestScore(X, (
⋃
j 6=i Vj) ∪U). We then enumerate all subsets of each group
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Vi as the patterns, which can be done by a reverse breadth-first search in an order graph
containing only Vi [66]. The patterns from different groups are guaranteed to be mutually
exclusive, so we simply pick out the maximum-size pattern for each group that is a subset of
V \U and add them together as the lower bound. Figure 4.1 shows two pattern databases
for a 8-variable problem, as well as the procedure of calculating the heuristic value of node
{X2, X3, X5, X7}.
The tightness of the static k-cycle conflict heuristic depends highly on the partition being
used. The heuristic can avoid directed cycles for the patterns within the same group, but
cannot avoid cycles between different groups. In the example shown in Figure 4.1, X3 selects
parents {X1, X5} as parents (subset of {X1, X4} ∪V2 ) and X5 selects {X3, X6} as parents;
there is a cycle between {X3} and {X5}. So far, previous works only used the simple
partition, e.g., first half variables fall into one group and second half variables fall into the
other group.
4.1.1 Tightening Dynamic Pattern Database
To use the dynamic pattern database to calculate the tightest-possible lower bound for
a search node U, we select the set of mutually exclusive patterns which covers all of the
variables in V \U and has the maximum sum of costs. This can be shown to be equivalent
to the maximum weighted matching problem [27], which is NP-hard [45] for k > 2. Conse-
quently, the previous work [66] used a greedy approximation to solve the matching problem;
its idea is to greedily choose patterns with the maximum differential scores.
Solving the matching problem exactly improves the tightness of dynamic pattern database
heuristic. To achieve that, we formulate the problem as an integer linear program [6] and
solve it exactly. A set of binary variables Ai,j are created which indicate if Xi is in pattern
j. A second set of variables pj are created which indicate if pattern j is selected. The linear
constraints that A · p = e, where e is a vector with 1s for each variable in V \U, are also
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added to the program. A standard integer linear program solver, such as SCIP [1], is used
to maximize the cost of the selected patterns subject to the constraints. The resulting value
is the lower bound which is guaranteed to be at least as tight as that found by the greedy
algorithm. Solving the integer linear program introduces overhead compared to the simple
greedy algorithm, though.
4.1.2 Tightening Static Pattern Database
The tightness of the static pattern database heuristic depends highly on the static group-
ing used during its construction. A very simple grouping (SG) method was used in [66]. Let
X1, ..., Xn be the ordering of the variables in a dataset. SG divides the variables into two




e+1, ..., Xn}. Even though SG exhibited excellent
performance on some datasets in [66], there is potential to develop more informed grouping
strategies by taking into account of the correlation between the variables.
A good grouping method should reduce the number of directed cycles between the vari-
ables and enforce acyclicity as much as possible. Since no cycles are allowed within each
group, we should maximize the correlation between the variables in each group. Also, be-
cause cycles are allowed between groups, we should minimize the correlation between the
groups. Consider two variables X1 and X2. If they have no correlation, there will be no arc
between these two variables in the optimal Bayesian network, so there is no need to put the
two variables in the same group. On the other hand, if they have strong correlation, and if
they are put into different groups G1 and G2, X1 is likely to select X2 from G2 as a parent,
and vice versa. Then a cycle will be introduced between the two groups, resulting in a loose
bound. It is better to put these variables in one group and disallow cycles between them.
The above problem can be naturally formulated as a graph partition problem. Given
a weighted undirected graph G = (V,E) with V vertices and E edges, which we call the
partition graph, the graph partition problem cuts the graph into 2 or more components while
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minimizing the weight of edges between different components. We are interested in uniform
or balanced partitions as it has been shown that such partitions typically work better in static
pattern databases [27]. Two issues remain to be addressed in the formulation: creating the
partition graph and performing the partition.
Partition Graph
We propose to use two methods to create the partition graph. One is to use constraint-
based learning methods such as the Max-Min Parent Children (MMPC) algorithm [61] to
create the graph. The MMPC algorithm uses independent tests to find a set called candidate
parent and children (CPC) for each variable Xi. The CPC set contains all parent and child
candidates of Xi. The CPC sets for all variables together create an undirected graph. Then
MMPC assigns a weight to each edge of the undirected graph by independent tests, which
indicates the strength of correlation with p-values. Small p-values indicate high correlation,
so we use the negative p-values as the weights. We name this approach family grouping (FG).
The second method works as follows. The simple heuristic in Eqn. 4.1 considers the
optimal parent set out of all of the other variables for each variable X, denoted as PA(X).
Those PA(X) sets together create a directed cyclic graph; by simply ignoring the directions
of the arcs, we again obtain an undirected graph. We then use the same independent tests
as in MMPC to obtain the edge weights. We name this approach parents grouping (PG).
Performing the Partition
Many existing partition algorithms can be used to perform the graph partition. Since
we prefer balanced partitions, we select the METIS algorithm [35]. METIS is a multilevel
graph partitioning method: it first coarsens the graph by collapsing adjacent vertices and
edges, then partitions the reduced graph, and finally refines the partitions back into the
original graph. Studies have shown that the METIS algorithm has very good performance
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at creating balanced partitions across many domains. Also, since the partition is done on the
reduced graph, the algorithm is quite efficient. This is important for our purpose of using it
only as a preprocessing step.
In addition to the above grouping methods based on partitioning undirected graphs, we
propose another method based on topologies of directed acyclic graphs found by approximate
Bayesian network learning algorithms. Even though these algorithms cannot guarantee to
find the optimal solutions, some of them can find Bayesian networks that are close to optimal.
We assume that the suboptimal networks capture many of the dependence/independence re-
lations of the optimal solution. So we simply divide the topological ordering of the suboptimal
network into two groups, and those are the grouping for the static pattern database. Many
approximate learning algorithms can be used to learn the suboptimal Bayesian networks.
We select the recent anytime window A* algorithm [3, 40] (introduced for obtaining upper
bounds in the next section) for this purpose. We name this approach as topology grouping
(TG).
4.2 Tightening Upper Bounds
Breadth-first branch and bound improves search efficiency by pruning nodes which have
an f -cost worse than some known upper bound, ub. In the best case, when ub is equal to
the optimal cost, BFBnB provably performs the minimal amount of work required to find
the shortest path [69]. As the quality of ub decreases, though, it may perform exponentially
more work. Consequently, a tight upper bound is pivotal for good search behavior.
A beam search-based hill climbing algorithm was used in [66] to find an upper bound.
Recently, anytime window A* (AWA*) [3, 40] was shown to find high quality, often optimal,
solutions very quickly. Briefly, AWA* uses a sliding window search strategy to explore the
order graph over a number of iterations. During each iteration, the algorithm uses a fixed
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window size, w, and tracks the layer l of the deepest node expanded. Nodes are expanded
in best-first order as usual by A*; however, nodes selected for expansion in a layer less that
l−w are instead frozen. A path to the goal is found in each iteration, which gives an upper
bound solution. After finding the path to the goal, the window size is increased by 1 and
the frozen nodes become the open list. The iterative process continues until no nodes are
frozen during an iteration, which means the upper bound solution is optimal, or a resource
bound, such as running time, is exceeded. Due to its ability to often find tight upper bounds
quickly, we use AWA* in this work.
4.3 Empirical Evaluation
We empirically tested our new proposed tightened bounds using the BFBnB algorithm.
We use benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository and Bayesian Network
Repository. The experiments were performed on an IBM System x3850 X5 with 16 core
2.67GHz Intel Xeon Processors and 512G RAM; 1.7TB disk space was used.
4.3.1 Results on Upper Bounds
We first tested the effect of the upper bounds generated by AWA* on BFBnB on two
datasets: Parkinsons and Steel Plates. Since AWA* is an anytime algorithm, it produces
multiple upper bounds during its execution. We recorded each upper bound plus the corre-
sponding running time of AWA*. Each upper bound is tested on BFBnB. In this experiment,
we use static pattern database with family grouping (FG) as the lower bound. Figure 4.2
plots the running time of AWA* versus the running time and number of expanded nodes of
BFBnB.
The experiments show that the upper bounds had a huge impact on the performance of
BFBnB. Parkinsons is a small dataset with only 23 variables. AWA* finds upper bounds




















































































































Running Time of BFBnB
(a)Parkinsons (b)SteelP lates
Figure 4.2: The effect of upper bounds generated by running AWA* for different amount of
time (in seconds) on the performance of BFBnB on Parkinsons and Steel Plates.
within several hundredths of seconds and solves the dataset optimally around 10 seconds.
The BFBnB was able to solve Parkinsons in 18 seconds using the first upper bound found by
AWA* at 0.03s, and in 2 seconds using the upper bound found at 0.06s. Subsequent upper
bounds bring additional but marginal improvements to BFBnB. This confirms the results
in [40] that AWA* often finds excellent solutions early on and spends the rest of time finding
marginally better solutions, or just proving the optimality of the early solution.
Steel Plates is a slightly larger dataset. AWA* needs more than 4,000 seconds to solve
it. We tested all the upper bounds found by AWA*. The first upper bound found at 0.1s
enabled BFBnB to solve the dataset within 1,000 seconds, and the third upper bound found
at 0.5s solved the dataset within 400 seconds. Again, all the subsequent upper bounds
only brought marginal improvements, even for the optimal bound found by AWA*. For
much larger datasets, we believe that running AWA* for several hundreds of seconds should
already generate sufficiently tight upper bounds; the time is minimal when compared to
the amount of time needed to prove the optimality of Bayesian network structures. In all
these experiments, the results on the number of expanded nodes show similar patterns as
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Figure 4.3: The number of expanded nodes and running time needed by BFBnB to solve
Parkinsons based on dynamic pattern database strategies: matching (“Exact” or “Approxi-
mate”) and k (“3” or “4”).
the running time.
4.3.2 Results on Dynamic Pattern Databases
We compared the dynamic pattern database with exact matching against with the pre-
vious greedy matching in [66] on the Parkinsons dataset. We used AWA* upper bounds in
these experiments. The exact matching method is guaranteed to produce a tighter bound
than the greedy method. However, an exact matching problem needs to be solved at each
search step; the total amount of time needed may become too prohibitive. This concern
is confirmed in the experiments. Figure 4.3 compares the performance of BFBnB with
four dynamic pattern databases (k = 3/4, and matching=exact/approximate). Solving the
matching problems exactly did reduce the number of expanded nodes by up to 2.5 times.
However, solving the many exact matching problems necessary to calculate the h-costs of the
generated nodes in the order graph far outweighed the benefit of marginally fewer expanded
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nodes. For example, BFBnB with the exact matching required up to 400k seconds to solve
Parkinsons, compared to only 4 seconds using the approximate matching.
4.3.3 Results on Static Pattern Databases
We compared the new grouping strategies, including family grouping (FG), parents group-
ing (PG), and topology grouping (TG), against the simple grouping (SG) on Parkinsons and
Steel Plates. We again used AWA* upper bounds. Figure 4.4 shows the results. On Parkin-
sons, FG and PG had the best performance; both FG and PG enabled BFBnB to solve the
dataset three times faster. TG was even worse than the SG. On Steel Plates, however, TG
was slightly better than FG. PG was again the best performing method on this dataset; it al-
lowed BFBnB to solve the dataset 10 times faster than SG. These results suggest that family
grouping (FG) and parents grouping (PG) are both reliably better than the simple grouping
(SG). We therefore use FG and PG as the lower bounds in our subsequent experiments.
4.3.4 Batch Results on Benchmark Datasets
We tested BFBnB with different combinations of upper and lower bounds on a set of
benchmark datasets. The upper bounds are found by hill climbing (loose) [40] and AWA*
(tight); the lower bounds are static pattern databases based on simple grouping (SG), family
grouping (FG), and parents grouping (PG). Dynamic pattern database with approximate
matching was excluded because it is on average worse than static pattern databases even
with simple grouping [66]. We let AWA* run up to 10 seconds for the datasets with fewer
than 30 variables, and up to 160 seconds for datasets with 30+ variables to generate the
upper bounds (the upper bounds could be found much earlier though). The results are
shown in Table 4.1.
The results further highlight the importance of tight upper bounds. BFBnB could not
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(Parkinsons)
(Steel Plates)
Figure 4.4: The effect of different grouping strategies on the number of expanded nodes and
running time of BFBnB on Parkinsons and Steel Plates. The four grouping methods are the
simple grouping (SG), family grouping (FG), parents grouping (PG), and topology grouping
(TG).
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solve the largest datasets with the loose bounds due to running out of external memory. The
tight bounds by AWA* enabled BFBnB to solve all of the datasets. The benefit of the new
lower bounds is obvious, too. FG and PG consistently outperformed SG given any upper
bound; the speedup ranged from several times faster (e.g., Autos and WDBC) to several
orders of magnitude faster (e.g., Horse Colic and Alarm). When comparing FG and PG
against each other, FG has advantages on some of the smaller datasets (e.g., Horse Colic
and Flag) but PG was much faster on the two biggest datasets; it was 50 times faster on
these datasets than FG with AWA* upper bounds.
Another important observation is that “cooperative” interactions between the tighter
upper and lower bounds enabled BFBnB to achieve much better efficiency. For example,
on WDBC, the AWA* upper bounds alone improved the speed of BFBnB by only 2 times;
FG and PG only improved the speed slightly. However, AWA* upper bounds and FG
together improved the speed by more than 10 times (from 11,864s to 770s), and AWA*
upper bounds and PG together achieved similar speedup (to 1,083s). Alarm is another
example for which the combination of tighter bounds produced dramatic speedup compared
to either in isolation.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter investigated various methods for tightening the upper and lower bounds of
breadth-first branch and bound algorithm (BFBnB) for Bayesian network structure learn-
ing [66]. The results suggest that the upper bounds generated by anytime window A*
and lower bounds generated by family grouping- and parents grouping-based static pattern




In Chapter 4, we have focused on pruning unpromising structures based on bounds de-
rived from admissible heuristic functions for breadth-first branch and bound (BFBnB). In
this chapter, we will show that constraints extracted from potentially optimal parent sets
(POPS) constraints, which are implicit in the problem input, can significantly improve the
efficiency of the search by pruning large portions of the search space.
Specifically, the POPS of a variable constrain its parent candidates. Moreover, the parent
candidates of all variables together give a directed cyclic graph, which often decomposes
into a set of strongly connected components (SCCs). Each SCC corresponds to a smaller
subproblem which can be solved independently of the others. Since POPS is the basis of
proposed methods, we first give the details about POPS.
5.1 Potential Optimal Parents Sets
Recall our structure learning problem. The goal is to find a structure which optimizes
the score. We only require that the scoring function is decomposable [32]; that is, the score
of a network s(N) =
∑
i si(PAi). The si(PAi) values are often called local scores. Many
44
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commonly used scoring functions, such as MDL [39] and BDe [9, 33], are decomposable.
While the local scores are defined for all 2n−1 possible parent sets for each variable, this
number is greatly reduced by pruning parent sets that are provably never optimal [18]. We
refer to this as lossless score pruning because it is guaranteed not to remove the optimal
network from consideration. We refer to the scores remaining after pruning as potentially
optimal parent sets (POPS).
Other pruning strategies, such as restricting the cardinality of parent sets, are also pos-
sible, but these techniques could eliminate parent sets which are in the globally optimal
network; we refer to pruning strategies which might remove the optimal network from con-
sideration as lossy score pruning. Of course, these, and any other, score pruning strategies
can be combined.
Regardless of the score pruning strategies used, we still refer to the set of unpruned local
scores as POPS and denote the set of POPS for Xi as Pi. The POPS are given as input to
the learning problem.
5.2 Prune Search Space Using POPS Constraints
POPS implicitly encode some information, which can benefit the search process. We will
first motivate our approach using a simple example and then describe the technical details.
5.2.1 A Simple Example
Table 5.1 shows the POPS for six variables. Based on these sets, we can see that not all
variables can select all other variables as parents. For example, X1 can only select X2 as its
parent (due to score pruning). We collect all of the potential parents for Xi by taking the
union of all PA ∈ Pi. Figure 5.1 shows the resulting parent relation graph for the POPS in
Table 5.1. The parent relation graph includes an edge from Xj to Xi if Xj is a potential




X3 {X1, X2} {X2, X6} {X1, X6} {X2} {X6} {}
X4 {X1, X3} {X1} {X3} {}
X5 {X4} {X2} {}
X6 {X2, X5} {X2} {}






Figure 5.1: The parent relation graph constructed by aggregating the POPS in Table 5.1.
The strongly connected components are surrounded by shaded shapes.
parent of Xi.
Naively, the complete order graph for six variables contains 26 nodes. However, from the
parent relation graph, we see that none of {X3, X4, X5, X6} can be a parent of X1 or X2.
Consequently, we can split the problem into two subproblems as shown in Figure 5.2: first,
finding the shortest path from start to {X1, X2}, and then, finding the shortest path from
{X1, X2} to goal. Thus, the size of the search space is reduced to 22 + 24.
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5.2.2 Ancestor Relations
This simple example shows that the parent relation graph can be used to prune the order
graph without bounds. In general, we must consider ancestor relations to prune the order
graph. In particular, if Xi can be an ancestor of Xj, and Xj cannot be an ancestor of Xi
(due to local score pruning), then no node in the order graph which contains Xj but not Xi
needs to be generated.
As a proof sketch, we can consider a node U which includes neither Xi nor Xj. If
we add Xi and then Xj, then the cost from U to U ∪ {Xi, Xj} is BestScore(Xi,U) +
BestScore(Xj,U ∪ {Xi}). On the other hand, if we add Xj first, then the cost from U to
U∪{Xi, Xj} is BestScore(Xj,U)+BestScore(Xi,U∪{Xj}). However, due to the ancestor
relations, we know that BestScore(Xi,U ∪ {Xj}) = BestScore(Xi,U). So, regardless of
the order we add the two variables, Xi will have the same parent choices. If we add Xj first,
though, then Xj will have fewer choices. Therefore, adding Xj as a leaf first can never be
better than adding Xi first [67].
5.2.3 POPS Constraints Pruning
We find the ancestor relations by constructing the parent relation graph and extracting
its strongly connected components (SCCs). The SCCs of the parent relation graph form the
component graph, which is a DAG [14]; each component graph node ci corresponds to an
SCC scci from the parent relation graph (which in turn corresponds to a set of variables in
the Bayesian network). The component graph includes a directed edge from ci to cj if the
parent relation graph includes an edge from a variable Xi ∈ scci to Xj ∈ sccj.
The component graph gives the ancestor constraints: if cj is a descendent of ci in the
component graph, then variables in sccj cannot be ancestors of variables in scci. Conse-
quently, the component graph gives POPS constraints which allow the order graph to be
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2nd Subproblem 
Figure 5.2: Order graphs after applying the POPS constraints. (a) The order graph after
applying the POPS constraints once. (b) The order graph after recursively applying the
POPS constraints on the second subproblem.
pruned without considering bounds. In particular, the POPS constraints allow us to prune
nodes in the order graph which do not respect the ancestor relations.
Tarjan’s algorithm [58] extracts the SCCs from directed graphs, like the parent relation
graph. We chose to use it because, in addition to its polynomial complexity, it extracts the
SCCs from the parent relation graph consistent with their topological order in the component
graph. Consequently, all of the parent candidates of X ∈ scci appear in PCi = ∪ik=1scck1.
After extracting the m SCCs, the search can be split into m indepedent subproblems: one
for each SCC where starti is PCi−1 and goali is PCi. That is, during the i
th subproblem, we
select the optimal parents for the variables in scci. Of course, start0 = ∅ and goalm = V.
1Depending on the structure of the component graph, this may be a superset of the parent candidates
for X.
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The worst-case complexity of subproblem i is then O(2|scci|). Figure 5.2(a) shows the pruned
order graph resulting from the parent relation graph in Figure 5.1. In particular, it shows
the first subproblem, from PC0 = ∅ to PC1 = {X1, X2}, and the second subproblem, from
PC1 to PC2 = V.
The (worst-case) size of the original order graph for n variables is as follows.
O(2|scc1|+...+|sccm|) = O(2n) (5.1)
The worst-case size of the search space after splitting into subproblems using the SCCs is as
follows.
O(2|scc1| + . . .+ 2|sccm|) = O(m ·max
|i|
2|scci|) (5.2)
That is, the complexity is at worst exponential in the size of the largest SCC. Consequently,
our method can scale to datasets with many variables if the largest SCC is of manageable
size.
5.2.4 Reduce Space Requirements of Building Heuristics
The simple heuristic function, shown by Eq. (4.1), allows each remaining variable to
choose optimal parents from all other variables. Due to the complete relaxation of the
acyclicity constraint, the simple heuristic may generate loose lower bounds. k-cycle conflict
heuristic, discussed in Chapter 4.1, divides the variables into multiple groups with a size up
to k and enforces acyclicity within each group while still allowing cycles between groups.
Each group (subset of variables) is called a pattern. One approach to creating the patterns is
to divide the variables V into l approximately equal-sized static subsets Vi (typically l = 2,
so k = n/2). For each Vi, a pattern database hi is created by performing a breadth-first
search in a “reverse” order graph in which start is V and goal is Vi. The space complexity
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is decided by the maximum cardinality of Vi. In this section we will show that the POPS
constraints can reduce the space requirements of the lower bound heuristic used during
search.
Creating Pattern Databases for Subproblems
As described in Section 5.2.3, the search is split into an independent subproblem for each
SCC. Furthermore, using Tarjan’s algorithm, the SCCs are ordered according to their topo-
logical order in the component graph. Consequently, we construct static pattern databases
using a similar strategy as before. Namely, each SCC is partitioned into l groups scci =
scci1 . . . sccil (typically l = 2). For each partition, a pattern database hik is created.
For hik, the pattern costs are calculated using a breadth-first search in a reverse order
graph in which start is PCi−1 ∪ sccik and goal is PCi−1. The arc costs in this graph are
BestScore(X, (
⋃





hik(sccik ∩ (V \U)) (5.3)
The pattern databases are constructed at the beginning of the search based on the parent
relation graph. That is, new pattern databases are not created for recursive subproblems.
The pattern databases based on the SCCs are typically smaller than those previously pro-
posed for the entire space. The space complexity of pattern databases created based on l bal-
anced partitions is O(l · 2n/l). On the other hand, the space complexity of pattern databases
created based on l balanced partitions separately for m SCCs of size O(max|scci| 2
|scci|) is
O(m · max|scci| 2|scci|/l). Thus, the space complexity of the pattern databases based on the
SCCs is less than that based on the balanced partitions alone, unless there is only one SCC.
In that case, the space complexity is the same.
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Calculating the Heuristic Value
The heuristic value for node U in the subproblem for scci is calculated in two steps. We
first calculate h1(U), the heuristic value from U to PCi, using the the pattern databases






That is, the h2 value is the sum of h1 values for the start nodes of the remaining subproblems.
Due to the POPS constraints, none of these variables will have been added as leaves when
considering the ith subproblem. The total heuristic value is then h′(U) = h1(U) + h2(U).
The h2 values are the same for all nodes in the i
th subproblem, so they can be precomputed.
Theorem 1. The new heuristic h′ is consistent.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that both h1 and h2 are consistent. The consistency
of h1 follows from the consistency of the static pattern databases [67]. The h2 value is a sum
of h1 values for mutually exclusive patterns, so it is also consistent. Therefore, the entire
heuristic is consistent.
5.2.5 Recursive POPS Constraints Pruning
As described in Section 5.2.3, the size of the search space for the ith subproblem is
O(2|scci|), which can still be intractable for large SCCs. However, recursive application of
the POPS constraints can further reduce the size of the search space. We refer to the
constraints added by this strategy as recursive POPS constraints.
The intuition is the same as that behind the POPS constraints. As an example, consider
the subproblem associated with scc2 in Figure 5.2, which includes variables X3, X4, X5 and
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X6. Naively, the order graph associated with this subproblem has O(2
4) nodes. However,
suppose we add variable X3 as a leaf first. Then, the remaining variables split into three
SCCs, and their order is completely determined. Similarly, selecting any of the other variables
as the first to add as a leaf completely determines the order of the rest. Figure 5.2(b) shows
the order graph after applying recursive POPS constraints.
In general, selecting the parents for one of the variables has the effect of removing that
variable from the parent relation graph. After removing it, the remaining variables may split
into smaller SCCs, and the resulting smaller subproblems can be solved recursively. These
SCC checks can be implemented efficiently by again appealing to Tarjan’s algorithm. In
particular, after adding variable Xi as a leaf from U, we remove all of those variables from
the parent relation graph. We then find the topologically first SCC and expand just the
variables in that component. As we recursively explore the remaining variables, they will all
eventually appear in the first SCC of the updated parent relation graph.
5.2.6 Top-p POPS Constraints
Additionally, suppose the best pruned parent set PA′i for Xi has score si(PA
′
i). Then,
the most improvement we could have in the score by including the pruned POPS for Xi is
δi = max(0, si(PAi)− si(PA′i)). The max is necessary when the selected parent set is better
than the best excluded parent set.
As shown in Equation 5.2, the complexity of the search largely depends on the size of
the largest strongly connected component. The recursive splitting described in Section 5.2.5
helps reduce this complexity, but for large, highly connected SCCs, the subproblems may
still be too large to solve. For these cases, we can tradeoff between the complexity of the
search and a bound on the optimality of the solution. In particular, rather than constructing
the parent relation graph by aggregating all of the POPS, we can instead create the graph
by considering only the best p POPS for each variable. We consider the minimization version
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of BNSL, so the best POPS are those with the lowest scores. This yields a set of parent
candidates for each variable, and only POPS which are subsets of these parent candidates
are retained. The empty set is always a subset of the parent candidates, so some DAG (e.g.,
the DAG with no edges) is always consistent with the resulting pruned set of POPS. We call
this score pruning strategy the top-p POPS constraint.
By removing some of the POPS in this manner, though, we can no longer guarantee to find
the globally optimal Bayesian network. That is, this score pruning strategy is lossy. Despite
losing the globally optimal guarantee, though, we can still offer a bounded suboptimality
guarantee. In particular, suppose we apply the top-p POPS constraint and learn a BN N with
score s(N) in which Xi selects parents PAi with score si(PAi). Additionally, suppose the
best pruned parent set PA′i for Xi has score si(PA
′
i). Then, the most improvement we could
have in the score by including the pruned POPS for Xi is δi = max(0, si(PAi) − si(PA′i)).
The max is necessary when the selected parent set is better than the best excluded parent set.
Consequently, a suboptimality bound ε on the score of the unconstrained optimal network





When ε is 1, N is the globally optimal network.
5.3 Empirical Evaluation
In order to evaluate the efficacy of the POPS constraints and top-p POPS constraints, we
ran a set of experiments on benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository2
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networks in the repository using logic sampling. The experiments were performed on an
IBM System x3850 X5 with 16 2.67GHz Intel Xeon processors and 512G RAM; 1TB disk
space was used. Our code is available online4.
Several heuristic search algorithms have been adapted for BNSL. We chose to evaluate
A* [68] because of its guarantee to expand a minimal number of nodes; AWA* [40] because it
has been shown to find high quality, often optimal, solutions very quickly; and breadth-first
branch and bound (BFBnB) [41] because it has been shown to scale to larger datasets by
using external memory. We used MDL as the scoring function. In all cases, we used static
pattern databases; the variable groups were determined by partitioning the parent relation
graph after applying the top-p = 1 POPS constraint. Pattern database construction occurs
only once after constructing the parent relation graph.
5.3.1 POPS Constraints
We first tested the effect of the POPS constraints, which always guarantee learning the
globally optimal structure. Table 5.2 compares the original version of each algorithm to
versions using the POPS constraints.
We first considered three variants of A*: a basic version not using POPS constraints; a
version using the POPS constraints but not applying them recursively as described in Sec-
tion 5.2.5; and a version which uses the recursive POPS constraints. As the table shows, the
versions of A* augmented with the POPS constraints always outperform the basic version.
The improvement in running time ranges from two times on several of the datasets to over
an order of magnitude on three of the datasets. Additionally, the basic version is unable
to solve Mildew, Soybean and Barley within the time limit (30 minutes); however, with the
POPS constraints, all of the datasets are easily solved within the limit. The number of nodes
expanded, and, hence, memory requirements, are similarly reduced.
4
http://www.urlearning.org
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The recursive POPS constraints always reduce the number of nodes expanded5. However,
it sometimes increases the running time. The overhead of Tarjan’s algorithm to recursively
look for SCCs is small; however, in some cases, such as when the parent relation graph is
dense, the additional work yields minimal savings. In these cases, despite the reduction in
nodes expanded, the running time may increase.
On the other hand, when the parent relation graph is sparse, the advantages of the
recursive POPS constraints are sometimes more pronounced. For example, the running
time of Mildew is reduced in half by recursively applying POPS constraints. Most networks
constructed by domain experts, including those evaluated in this study, are sparse. Our
analysis shows that these datasets also yield sparse parent relation graphs. Thus, our results
suggest that the recursive constraints are sometimes effective when the generative process of
the data is sparse. The overhead of looking for the recursive POPS constraints is minimal,
and it sometimes offers substantial improvement for sparse generative processes. So we
always use it in the remaining experiments.
The anytime window A* algorithm enjoyed improvements similar to those seen in A*.
As the table shows, A* always expanded fewer nodes than AWA*; nevertheless, the runtimes
of AWA* are often shorter than those of A*. This is because AWA* performs a series of
iterations, and open is cleared after each of those iterations. Consequently, the associated
priority queue operations are often faster for AWA* than A*.
5For some datasets, the precision shown in the table is too coarse to capture the change.
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A key factor in the performance for BFBnB is the upper bound it uses for pruning.
Previous results [40] have shown that AWA* is effective at finding high quality solutions
quickly, so we found the bound by running AWA* for 5 seconds on datasets with less than
35 variables and 10 seconds for larger datasets. AWA* used the POPS constraints when
BFBnB used them. BFBnB exhibited improvements in line with those for A* and AWA*.
5.3.2 TOP-p POPS CONSTRAINT
We tested AWA* on the dataset Hailfinder, which has 56 variables. Even when using
the recursive POPS constraints, though, AWA* was unable to prove optimality within the
30-minute time limit. Therefore, we used this dataset to test the effect of the top-p POPS
constraint by varying p from 1 to 13. The upper bound on p was set to 13 because AWA*
was unable to complete within the time limit for p = 13.
Primarily, we evaluated the running time and associated suboptimality bound as we in-
creased p (which has the effect of pruning fewer POPS). As Figure 5.3 shows, the recursive
order constraints are quite effective under the top-p POPS constraint; the constrained prob-
lems are solved in under 15 seconds for p up to 12, and the provable suboptimality bound
calculated using Equation 5.5 decreases very rapidly. This provable suboptimality between
the learned network and global optimum is less than 1% even when p is only 7.
The suboptimality bound usually decreases as p increases. From p = 7 to p = 8, though,
it slightly increases; the scores of the learned networks were the same (not shown). This is a
result of equivalence classes of Bayesian networks. The suboptimality bound calculation in
Equation 5.5 focuses on parent sets of individual variables, so it is sensitive to which member
of an equivalence class the algorithm learns. Future work could investigate tightening the
bound by considering all members in the same equivalence class as the learned network.
As mentioned, AWA* was unable to find the provably optimal network under the p = 13
constraint. Equation 5.2 suggests that the size of the largest SCC in the parent relation
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Figure 5.3: The behavior of Hailfinder under the top-p POPS constraint as p varies. Running
time and suboptimality
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Size of Max SCC
Figure 5.4: The behavior of Hailfinder under the top-p POPS constraint as p varies.. Size of
the largest SCC and density of the parent relation graph
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Figure 5.5: The behavior of Hailfinder under the top-p POPS constraint as p varies.. Number
of POPS included
graph is a key factor in determining the difficulty of an instance of BNSL. However, the
recursive POPS constraints offer the potential to split large SCCs after considering a few
of their variables. Figure 5.4 shows that the size of the largest SCC does substantially
increase from p = 12 to p = 13, which empirically confirms our theoretical result. Somewhat
unexpectedly, though, the figure also shows that the density of the parent relation graph
does not significantly increase as more POPS are included. So, at least in this case, despite
the sparsity of the parent relation graph, the recursive order constraints are unable to break
the large SCC into manageable subproblems. This result agrees with those in Table 5.2
which show that sparsity does not necessarily indicate the efficacy of the recursive POPS
constraints.
In addition to the characteristics of the parent relation graph, we also considered the
number of POPS included as p increases. Figure 5.5 shows that the number of included
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Figure 5.6: The POPS of variable X37 from Hailfinder, sorted in ascending order
POPS follows a similar trend to the density of the parent relation graph. That is, even as
p increases, more POPS are not necessarily included for all variables. This is because we
already include all subsets of parent candidates from the top p POPS at earlier iterations.
Additionally, the number of POPS (479 when p = 13) is quite small for this dataset, although
the number of variables is relatively large (56). Previous studies [40] have shown that basic
heuristic search methods struggle with datasets like this; however, when augmented with
the POPS constraints, heuristic search very quickly finds a network that is provably quite
close to optimal. This result clearly shows that the POPS constraints significantly expand
the applicability of heuristic search-based structure learning.
Despite the inability of AWA* to find the provably optimal network under the top-p
POPS constraint when p = 13, we can nevertheless take advantage of its anytime behavior to
calculate a suboptimality bound. At each iteration, AWA* produces an optimal network with
respect to its current window size. We can then use Equation 5.5 to bound the suboptimality
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of the learned network. In principle, this even suggests that we may be able to prove global
optimality before completing the AWA* search, although this likely would require a tighter
bound under the top-p POPS constraint than the naive one proposed in this paper.
Even for very small values of p, though the top-p POPS constraint results in networks
provably very close to the globally optimal solution. In order to more thoroughly understand
why such constrained problems still give provably very high quality solutions, we plotted the
scores of the top p POPS for variable X37 from Hailfinder in Figure 5.6. The figure shows
that the first 4 scores are much better than the remaining ones; consequently, the globally
optimal network is more likely to include one of these parent sets for X37 than the others,
which are much worse. Most of the other variables behaved similarly; consequently, p does
not need to be very large to still encompass most of the parent selections in the globally
optimal network.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown how POPS constraints, which are implicit in the input
to a BNSL instance, can significantly improve the performance of heuristic search on the
problem. Other algorithms, such as integer linear programming, can also benefit from the
POPS constraints. We also introduced the top-p POPS constraint and showed how it can
be used to further take advantage of the POPS constraints while still providing guaranteed
error bounds. Empirically, we showed that the POPS constraints are practically effective and
that the top-p POPS constraint can yield provably very high quality solutions very quickly.
Chapter 6
Improve Heuristic Using POPS
Constraints
In Chapter 4, we proposed methods to tighten the lower bound. Parents Grouping and
Family Grouping are shown to have good performance by partitioning the variables based on
correlation between the variables. There are three main steps in these two methods. First,
they create an undirected skeleton graph. PG uses the best POPS of each variable to create
the skeleton, while FG uses the Max-Min Parent Child (MMPC) algorithm [61] to get the
skeleton. Second, they use the independence tests in MMPC to estimate the weights for
the edges of the skeleton. Third, a graph partition algorithm called METIS [35] is used to
partition the skeleton into two balanced subgraphs by minimizing the total weights of the
edges between the subgraphs.
Intuitively, since the edge weights measure the correlation between the variables, putting
variables that are less correlated into different groups should reduce cycles between the
groups. However, these approaches fail to consider the complex relation between a variable
and another set of variables (parent set), and are heuristic in nature. This work introduces
a new approach to obtaining a partition by directly reducing cycles between its groups.
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X3 {X1, X5} {X1, X2} {X2, X4} {X1}
X4 {X3} {X6} {X7}
X5 {X1, X3} {X3}
X6 {X2, X7} {X7}
X7 {X8} {X6, X4}
X8 {X6} {X7}
Table 6.1: The POPS for eight variables. The ith row shows Pi. The POPS for each variable
are sorted according to their scores.
6.1 Ancestral Constraints
We first use a concrete example to motivate the development of our method. It relies
on the fact that all of the potential parent-child relations are contained in the potentially
optimal parent sets (POPS) of the variables. Useful information can be extracted from the
parent-child relations to find good partition strategies. As an illustrating example, Table 6.1
shows the POPS of eight variables in the example. The set of all potential parents Pi for
Xi are collected by taking the union of all of its POPS. For example, X1 can select parents
from {X2, X5}, and X2 can only select X1 as its parent. Then, we extract the parent-child
relations to get the parent relation graph as we did in Chapter 5.
We can use the ancestral relations of the parent relation graph to partition the variables
into sets. In particular if the variables in one set can be ancestors of the variables in another
set, but not vice versa, there must be no cycles between the two sets. We can put the two
sets of variables into different groups of the static k-cycle conflict heuristic in order to reduce
cycles. We identify such ancestral relations by extracting strongly connected components
(SCCs) from the parent relation graph. The SCCs of the parent relation graph form a DAG
called component graph [14]; each component ci corresponds to a SCC scci from the parent
relation graph (which in turn corresponds to a set of variables in the Bayesian network). The
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component graph includes a directed edge from node ci to cj if the parent relation graph
includes an edge from a variable Xi ∈ scci to Xj ∈ sccj. The component graph provides some
obvious ancestral relation constraints: if cj is a descendent of ci in the component graph,
variables in sccj cannot be ancestors of variables in scci. We call such relations ancestral
constraints. We can obtain a tight static k-cycle conflict heuristic by putting the different
SCCs into different groups of the heuristic as there would not be any cycles between the
groups. As a matter of fact, the SCCs represent independent learning problems that can be
solved separately [24].
There are two possible pitfalls of the above approach. One is that it assumes there
exist multiple SCCs. The component graph may only has a single SCC, especially when
we use all of the POPS to create the parent relation graph. Figure 6.1(a) shows the parent
relation graph created from the POPS in Table 6.1. The component graph includes one
SCC containing all variables. Therefore, all variables can be ancestors of each other; we
have no way of easily dividing the variables into groups. Second, even though there exist
multiple SCCs, the largest one may be too large for the approach to be feasible. The reason
is that we are performing an exhaustive search when building a pattern database for a group
of variables; the search is only feasible for fewer than 30 variables within one group in our
testing environment. We will address these issues in the following sections.
6.2 Ancestral Constraints from Top-K POPS
To avoid creating a dense parent relation graph that has either only a single SCC or a
SCC that is too large, we propose to use only the top K POPS of each variable to create
the graph. Fewer POPS reduce the total number of candidate parents for each variable,
resulting in fewer arcs in the parent relation graph. Top K POPS allow us to focus on the
most important parent-child relations so that the SCCs of the relation graph still allow the
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Figure 6.1: The parent relation graphs created from (a) all of the POPS, (b)top-1 POPS,
and (c) top-2 POPS. Each shaded box represents a strongly connected component (SCC)
and a node in a corresponding component graph.
heuristic to remove the most critical cycles. Figure 6.1(b) shows the parent relation graph
created from only the top 1 POPS of each variable. The component graph now has 4 SCCs
with no cycles between them. Of course we are ignoring the ancestral constraints outside of
the top-1 POPS. For example, after recovering the parent relation X5 → X1, there will be
cycles between SCCs {X1, X2} and {X3, X5} as well as between X1 and X5.
The parent relation graph created from the top-1 POPS is overly sparse; 4 SCCs are
generated as a result. Fortunately, there is a happy medium to explore between using all
POPS and using only top-1 POPS; we propose to use top-K POPS of each variable in
creating the parent relation graph. Intuitively, including more POPS will introduce more
cycles in the parent relation graph. More cycles in the parent relation graph would allow us
to remove more cycles in the heuristic by enforcing acyclicity between the variables within
each SCC, hence resulting in tighter heuristic values.
Figure 6.1(c) shows the graph created from the top-2 POPS of all variables. Now there are
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only two SCCs, {X1, X2, X3, X5} and {X4, X6, X7, X8}. By using each SCC as a group in the
static k-cycle conflict heuristic, we can remove the cycles within each SCC. For example, X5
and X1 are in the same SCC, the cycle between them can be removed by enforcing acyclicity
between them in the heuristic. Moreover, there are no cycles between the SCCs, so putting
them into different groups of the heuristic can reduce the possibility of cycles between the
groups. Note that we cannot completely avoid cycles between the groups because we only
consider top-2 POPS.
Finally, since a partition with two groups typically works best for the static k-cycle
conflict heuristic, there is no need to increase K to consider more POPS in this case.
6.3 Components Grouping
It was shown in [66, 26] that it is best to divide the variables into only 2 groups in static
pattern databases. The reason is that we enforce acyclicity within each group, and allow
cycles between groups; using only two groups allows acyclicity to be enforced within the
largest possible groups, hence lower probability for cycles between the groups. The parent
relation graph created from top-K POPS may have more than 2 SCCs, regardless of what
K is. We then have a grouping problem. Suppose there are l SCCs in the parent relation
graph, denoted by scc1, scc2, ..., sccl, the grouping problem is to divide these SCCs into two
groups, V1 and V2.
We let γ be the number of variables in the largest pattern database we can build in
our testing environment. If the largest SCC is already larger than γ, we cannot succeed in
building the heuristic, not mentioning solving the learning problem. In this case we fall back
on the parent grouping (PG) method [26], that is, we ignore the direction of the edges in
the parent relation graph from Top-1 POPS and use the graph as the skeleton, assign the
graph weights, and partition the skeleton to give the two grouping.
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On the other hand, if the largest SCC is smaller than γ, we should combine it with some
other SCCs to get a group as large as possible as long as it is still smaller than γ. Moreover,
we want to combine nearby SCCs into a group because variables in nearby SCCs are more
likely to have cycles between them outside of the top-K POPS. We therefore propose the
following Prim algorithm-like method for dividing the SCCs into two groups.
First, we create the parent relation graph and its component graph based on top-K
POPS. Initialize V1 to contain the largest SCC in the graph. Second, we perform the
following iteratively until V1 hits the threshold γ. For all of the SCCs in V1, we find their
neighboring SCCs that are not yet in V1. Then we select the largest one out of these SCCs
to add to V1 subject to the constraint that |V1| ≤ γ. Third, all the remaining SCCs form
the second group V2. It is straightforward to generalize this method to more groups; we
only consider two groups in this paper.
The K is given in the above procedure. Let P be the maximum number of POPS any
variable can have. Since we do not know what the optimal K is, we try each K starting from 1
to P until we get only a single SCC or exhaust all POPS for each variable, or the largest SCC
exceeds the γ threshold. We finally accept the grouping of the highest K that produces at
least two SCCs subject to the γ threshold. We name the new method Components Grouping
(CG).
6.4 Empirical Evaluation
We empirically evaluated our new CG lower bound using the A* and BFBnB algorithms
on benchmark datasets from UCI machine learning repository and Bayesian Network Repos-
itory. We set a time limit of 2 hours for the graph search due to the memory reason.
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Figure 6.2: The running time and number of expanded nodes needed by A* to solve Soybeans
with different K.
6.4.1 Parameter K
We first tested the effect of K on the performance of A* algorithm as it guarantees to
expand the minimal number of nodes. The size of the largest SCC is monotonically increasing
in terms of K. We did not limit the size of the largest SCC as long as at least two SCCs are
obtained. In this experiment, the soybeans (36 variables) dataset was tested because it was
found to be challenging from a previous study [24]. FG failed to solve this dataset within
the time limit of 2 hours; PG solved it in more than 518 seconds with more than 9 million
nodes expanded. For CG, we varied K and measured the running time and the number
of expanded nodes. Figure 6.2 showed the results. Even for K = 1, the running time of
CG was only 76 seconds, 7 times faster than PG, and the number of expanded nodes was
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around 1 million, 9 times fewer than that of PG; when K = 2, the running time was less
than 1 second, and the number of expanded nodes was just around 1 thousand, which were
negligible compared to PG; from K = 3 and on, the running time and number of expanded
nodes were further reduced. The size of largest SCC was 20 when K = 1, 26 when K = 2,
and 27 when K = 3, 4, 5. K = 6 and above only generated a single SCC.
Generally, we notice that the larger the K, the better performance of the CG lower bound,
which is understandable because we can avoid cycles within a wider range of POPS. That is
exactly why we set K to be the largest value such that at least two SCCs are obtained and
the size of the largest SCC is smaller than the threshold γ.
6.4.2 Results on Benchmark Datasets
We compared the components grouping (CG) against the two existing strategies, the
family grouping (FG) and parents grouping (PG) [26], using A* and BFBnB on a set of
benchmark datasets. We set the threshold γ to be 22 for small datasets with fewer than 35
variables as the heuristic can be built within 5 seconds, and to be 25 for large datasets with
35 or more variables as the heuristic can be built within 60 seconds. The results are shown
in Table 6.2.
A* is guaranteed to expand the least number of search nodes [68]. The table shows that
the benefit of the new grouping method CG on A* is rather obvious. The improvement
brought by CG in running time and the number of expanded nodes ranges from three times
to over two orders of magnitude on most of datasets.
FG is inferior than CG on all of the datasets except insurance. It failed to solve
datasets Mildew, Soybean, Sponge and Barley within 2 hours. In comparison, three out
of the four datasets turned out to be quite easy to solve by CG; the other one, Soybean, was
solved efficiently by CG within 77 seconds (Note γ is set to be 25 in this experiment, so the
final results are from K = 1). Upon further investigation, we found that the skeleton of FG
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found by the MMPC [61] method was very sparse and not well connected. MMPC used a
parameter p−value to control the generation of the skeleton, and the default value p = 0.05
was shown to result in stable performance. We varied the value of p from 0.01 to 0.99 to test
the effect for the network. The results showed that the issue cannot be solved with a larger
p value.
PG is more robust on large datasets than FG. However, CG consistently outperformed
PG; the speedup ranged from several times faster (e.g., Autos) to several orders of magnitude
faster (e.g., Flag). Moreover, CG solved the Sponge efficiently (within 24 seconds) while PG
and FG failed within the time limit (7,200 seconds). The only exception is the easy dataset
alarm for which all of the grouping methods can solve it efficiently in around 4 seconds.
We also evaluated the different grouping methods with BFBnB [41] because it can scale
to larger datasets by using external memory. Anytime window A* (AWA*) was used to
provided an upper bound for pruning since a previous study [40] has shown that AWA* is
effective at finding high quality solutions quickly, so we provided the upper bound by running
AWA* for 5 seconds on small datasets (fewer than 35 variables) and 10 seconds for larger
datasets. The results of BFBnB demonstrate rather similar patterns to A*. Therefore, the
new grouping method seems to be generally applicable to other search methods.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter investigates a new method for improving the lower bound of heuristic search
for Bayesian networks structure learning proposed in [66]. The main idea is to create a parent
relation graph from the top-K potentially optimal parent sets (POPS) of each variable, and
extract better groupings for the static k-cycle conflict heuristic. Empirically, we showed that
the new lower bound can significantly improve the efficiency and scalability of the heuristic
search-based learning methods.
Chapter 7
Predict Daily Stock Price Movement
When you open the app ′Stocks′ in your iPhone and see the prices of Google and Apple
going up a lot, can you use this information to make some money? Probably you can. In
this chapter, we will demonstrate one method of how to use Bayesian networks as tools when
investing in the stock market.
Specifically, we are interested in the daily trading problem. Daily trading is a strategy of
buying and selling financial instruments (here refer to stocks) within the same trading day,
which means all positions will be closed before the market closes in the trading day. In daily
trading, the most important task is to predict the future stock prices. However, predicting
the actual prices is too difficult. In practice, predicting the up/down movement direction is
commonly adopted for daily trading.
Stock market is very uncertain and hardly predictable. Every day, investors in different
parts of the world are in persistent pursuit of predicting stock prices. They evaluate huge
amount of information and create their investment strategies. After years of hard work,
investors have developed countless investment strategies and methods. However, even though
these methods incorporate almost all kinds of financial and macroeconomic data, none of
them have yet proven to be correct on predicting stock prices consistently.
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It is commonly agreed that individual stock prices are difficult to forecast, and there is ev-
idence suggesting that it may be possible to forecast the price of certain stock portfolios [51].
Pairs trading is one of the most common trading strategies and has been widely used. It
takes advantage of market inefficiency based on a pair of stocks. Pairs trading requires to
identify two stocks whose prices move together, by calculating a stable correlation between
the prices of both stocks. However, it is not easy to find pairs of stocks which have strong
correlations, in which case pairs trading does not work.
Rather than focusing on correlations between pairs of stocks, we use Bayesian networks
to explore relations among a bucket of related stocks. Bayesian networks are ideal tools to
analyze relations among factors, since they reflect the dependency among these factors, and
describe how those factors are related by probabilities: each arc in the network can denote a
causal or dependence between a pair of variables, and each variable is assigned a conditional
probability distribution based on data.
7.1 Pairs Trading
Pairs Trading was developed in 1980 based on correlation [62]. Correlation is a term
from linear regression analysis that describes the strength of the relationship between a
dependent variable and an independent variable. Central to pairs trading is the idea that
if the two stocks (or other instruments) are correlated enough, any changes in correlation
may be followed by a reversion to the pair’s mean trend, creating a profit opportunity. For
example, stock A and stock B are highly positive correlated. If stock A moves up, we are
prone to expect stock B also moves up rather than moves down; in another case, stock A
and stock B are highly negative correlated. If stock A moves up, we are prone to expect
stock B also moves down rather than moves up.
The correlation between any two variables is a statistical measure of the degree to which
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these variables tend to move together. The correlation coefficient measures the extent to
which values of one variable are associated with values of another. Values of the correlation
coefficient range from −1 to +1, where:
• Perfect negative correlation (−1) exists when the two securities move in opposite di-
rections (i.e., stock A moves up while stock B moves down);
• Perfect positive correlation (+1) exists if the two securities move in perfect unison (i.e.,
stock A and stock B move up and down at the same time); and
• No correlation (0) exists if the price movements are completely random (stock A and
stock B go up and down randomly).
For pairs trading, we aim to find correlated stocks whose prices tend to move together.
In reality, it is almost improbable to find such a pair of stocks to achieve consistent perfect
correlation; in other words, one’s prices mimick another one’s perfectly. Instead, pair traders
look for highly correlated pairs of stocks so as to make profit when prices move outside of
statistical norm. Correlations of 0.8 or above are often used as a benchmark for pair traders
(correlations less than 0.5 are generally described as weak).
7.2 Correlation Trading Using Bayesian Networks
We can, however, rarely use pairs trading strategy to find daily trading opportunities; we
can seldom find pair of stocks which have high correlations in terms of historical daily price
movement data. Continue with the example given at the beginning of this chapter: When
you open the app ′Stocks′ in your iPhone and see the prices of Google and Apple going up a
lot, can you use this information to make some money? For daily trading, if you know that
Token Science Co.(300088.SZ) is an Apple’s major supplier in China, providing components
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Stock Pair Correlation Accuracy
APPLE VS 300088.SZ 0.047 0.512
APPLE VS SAMGSUNG 0.034 0.516
GOOG VS SAMGSUNG 0.035 0.482
Table 7.1: Correlation of different pairs of stocks’ prices movement.
and modules for capacitive touch screens and touch panels, you will probably think stock
price of Wuhu Token Science Co. will go up as well.
7.2.1 Challenge of Pairs Trading for Daily Trading
We collected the stocks’ price movement of APPLE and 300088.SZ from year 2011 to
year 2015, and calculated their Pearson correlation coefficient. The value is 0.047, which in-
dicates there is no linear relationship between variables. We also used the up/down direction
of APPLE’s stock price in day t− 1 to predict the up/down direction of 300088.SZ’s stock
price in day t. The rule is simple, to predict 300088.SZ’s stock price going the same direction
with APPLE’s. The prediction accuracy is around 51.2%. We did the same experiment
with other pairs of stocks and got similar results, shown in Table 7.1. Each pair of stocks
are intuitively highly correlated, but as shown in the table, the correlation, 0.047, between
the two stocks was weak; therefore, pairs trading strategy did not work.
Rather than be limited to find correlation between 2 stocks, we explore dependence re-
lations among a bucket of related stocks and expect to use such more complex dependence
relations to find trading opportunities. Bayesian networks can model more complex corre-
lations between multiple stocks, so they are able to integrate multiple sources of evidence
information in getting a stronger signal.
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7.2.2 Model Dependence Among Stocks Using Bayesian Networks
We use Bayesian networks to represent a joint probability distribution over price move-
ment of stocks from different markets. After learning the model, we can infer the probability
of some stock prices movement given other stock prices information. For example, after
getting the distribution over price movement of stocks {Google, Apple, 300088.SZ}, if we
observe that the prices of {Google, APPLE} both go up, then Bayesian network can tell
us the probability of 300088.SZ’s price going up. If the probability is greater than 0.5, you
can long (buy) stock 300088.SZ right after the market opens tomorrow; otherwise you can
short (sell) it. If the prediction of the model is right, you will make money; otherwise, you
will lose money.
The most important step in developing a Bayesian network for applications is to figure out
what features (variables) will be included in the model. Let E = {e1, e2, ..., em} denote the
m binary variables that serve as evidence, Q = {q1, q2, ..., ql} denote l binary variables that
serve as target variables. Bayesian inference algorithm [38] can calculate the probability,
P (qi|e1, ..., em) =
P (qi, e1, ..., em)
P (e1, ..., em)
which can be used to predict the probability of our interested target variables given some
observed evidence variables.
Bayesian networks are used to model the joint distribution of evidence and target vari-
ables. We expect to find trading opportunities for target stocks based on the observation of
evidence stocks. Ideally, the evidence stocks should provide reliable information. U.S stock
market is one of the best supervised and regulated stock markets. In [36], it was shown that
the U.S stock market has more influence on emerging markets and not vice versa. Thus,
we select stocks from the U.S stock market as evidence stocks, and select stocks from Asian
stock markets as target stocks.
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7.3 Related Works
In [36], Bayesian networks was used to study the international linkage between United
States and East Asian countries. They use Bayesian networks to model the relations among
stock price indices from five different markets, U.S, Japan, China, South Korea and Taiwan,
for different periods of time. Rather than focusing on studying the international linkage
among major markets, we use Bayesian network to study the dependency relations among
price movements of a bucket of stocks all over the world.
Bayesian network was used to predict P/E ratio in [70]. The P/E ratio values were
discretized by clustering the P/E frequency distribution using the uniform clustering, then
a Bayesian network was used for modeling the stochastic dependency among the discretized
value of previous stock price. A Bayesian network was used to predict the up and down
movement of three indices from different markets: Dow Jones Industrial (Dow, 30), Financial
Time Stock Exchange 100 (FTSE, 100) and Nikkei Stock Average (Nikkei 225) [71]. A linear
temporal order is given for variables to build Bayesian networks. In our work, Bayesian
networks are also used to predict the up and down movement. However, we do not use
the linear temporal constraints for the variables in the networks; we model the relationship
among a bucket of different stocks.
7.4 Empirical Evaluation
We empirically evaluated our Bayesian networks based prediction method using the data
from Yahoo finance. We aim to predict the price movement direction of target stocks after
observing evidence stocks.
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Stock Desciption
APPL Apple Inc. is an American multinational technology.
BIDU Baidu, Inc., a Chinese web services company.
CTRP Ctrip is a mainland China-focused travel agency.
CYOU Changyou.com ltd operates online games.
DATE Jiayuan.com Ltd. operates an online dating platform.
GOOGL Google, Inc., builds technology products and services.
IBM International Business Machines Corporation.
JOBS 51job, Inc., provides integrated HR services.
LONG eLong, Inc. operates as an online travel service.
MSFT Microsoft Corporation.
NTES NetEase, Inc., operates an interactive online community.
ORCL Oracle Corporation.
QIHU Qihoo 360 Technology Co. Ltd., provides Internet services.
SINA SINA Corporation, operates as an online media company.
SOHU Sohu.com Inc. provides online media and game services.
TAOM Taomee, Inc., operates as a entertainment and media company.
VIPS Vipshop Inc., operates as an online discount retailer.
VISN VisionChina Inc., provides advertising services.
YOKU Youku Tudou Inc. operates as an Internet television.
Table 7.2: The Stocks selected in U.S stock market. They are either U.S-based or China-
based information technique companies.
7.4.1 Data Collection
We collected 20 stocks from the U.S. stock market as the evidence, as shown in Table 7.2.
These stocks are big information technology companies based either in United State or China.
We selected 10 target stocks from three different Asian stock markets, as shown in Table 7.3,
mainland China, Korea and Hong Kong China.
Sample Data. Assume for day {t0, t1, ti, ..., tn}, one data point in day ti is formed as
the following vector,
APPLti−(w−1) , BIDUti−(w−1) , ..., Y HOOti−(w−1) , 005930.KSti , 300088.SZti , 0700.HKti
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Stock Desciption
002095.SZ NetSun Co., online industrial information services provider.
002230.SZ Iflytec Co. a China-based software and service provider.
005930.KS Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd., in Korean stock market.
036570.KS online grame provider, in Korean stock market.
0700.HK Tencent, Inc., in Hong Kong stock market.
0763.HK ZTE, telecommunications equipment and network provider.
0992.HK Lenovo, a China-based computer and information provider.
1211.HK BYD, a China-based electronic auto Manufacturer.
300088.SZ Token Sciences, panel displays provider, in China stock market.
600100.SS Tsinghua Tongfang Co., a China-based software provider.
Table 7.3: The Stocks selected in Asian stock market.
each entity being binary variable, standing for up/down compared to its own previous price.
w denotes the number of days included in the time window for creating a data point. Note
that the up/down variables for stocks in Asian market are one day later compared to stocks
in US market. We are targeting to predict stocks in Asian markets. So each sample should
contain information in the previous 24 hours. We cannot use future price (the same day’s
US market price) to predict past price (the same day’s Asian market price). We used data
from 2012-01-01 to 2013-12-30, two years data to learn BN, and used data from 2014-01-01
to 2015-12-30, two years data to test.
7.4.2 Results
We use both PC constraint-based learning algorithm [56] and heuristic based algorithms
(BFBnB and Anytime Window A*) to get the structures, then learn parameters by Maximum
likelihood Estimation (MLE) [38]. For each target stock, we predict whether the price will
go up or down tomorrow.
We first tested the effect of w, number of days for observation, on the performance of
prediction accuracy. We varied w from 1 to 10 and used PC algorithm to learn the structure.
The results are shown in Table 7.4. For three stocks, 005930.KS, 036560.KS, 300088, the
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Stock w=1 w=2 w=3 w=4 w=5 w=6 w=7 w=8 w=9 w=10
002095.SZ 0.4936 0.5000 0.5012 0.5025 0.5037 0.5050 0.5038 0.5050 0.5063 0. 5051
002230.SZ 0.5293 0.5248 0.5236 0.5224 0.5237 0.5225 0.5238 0.5251 0.5264 0.5253
005930.KS 0.5598 0.5569 0.5558 0.5547 0.5536 0.5525 0.5539 0.5553 0.5542 0.5556
036570.KS 0.5623 0.5594 0.5583 0.5597 0.5586 0.5575 0.5564 0.5578 0.5592 0.5606
0700.HK 0.4733 0.4707 0.4715 0.4726 0.4713 0.4725 0.4712 0.4724 0.4710 0.4697
0763.HK 0.5496 0.5569 0.5558 0.5547 0.5561 0.5550 0.5564 0.5553 0.5567 0.5581
0992.HK 0.5471 0.5545 0.5533 0.5522 0.5511 0.5525 0.5539 0.5528 0.5542 0.5530
1211.HK 0.5165 0.5124 0.5136 0.5124 0.5137 0.5125 0.5113 0.5101 0.5113 0.5101
300088.SZ 0.6158 0.6238 0.6228 0.6243 0.6259 0.6250 0.6241 0.6256 0.6272 0.6263
600100.SS 0.5064 0.5025 0.5037 0.5050 0.5062 0.5050 0.5063 0.5050 0.5038 0.5025
Table 7.4: The prediction accuracy of stock price movement using Bayesian networks. PC
algorithm is used for structure learning. w, number of days included in time window for
creating a data point, varies from 1 to 10.
accuracies are more than 55%. The accuracy for 300088.SZ is 61.58%, much higher than
the other two stocks; as w increased to 2, we could get more than 55% accuracies for two
more stocks, 0763.HK and 0992.HK. Then as w continued to increase, there was little
improvement of the accuracy.
We also tested the effect of different structure learning algorithms on the performance of
prediction accuracy. For w = 1, in addition to PC algorithm, BFBnB algorithm was used
to learn an optimal structure. Results are shown in Table 7.5. The exact learning algorithm
BFBnB improved the accuracies for two stocks, 0700.HK and 0763.HK. There was no
obvious difference for other stocks.
For w = 2, there were totally 60 variables in the networks, BFBnB algorithm failed to
learning the optimal structure within the time limit of two hours. Therefore, anytime window
A*(AWA*) with top-p POPS constraints, introduced in Section 5.2.6, was used to learn the
structure. We set the time limit of two hours. We tested the error bound of the top-p POPS
constraint by varying p from 1 to 8, as shown by Figure 7.1. The upper bound on p was set
to 8 because AWA* was unable to complete within the time limit for p = 8. We could see
that as p’s value increased, we got networks with better error bounds. We used the network
produced by top-8 AWA POPS constraints to prediction the up/down price direction. The
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Figure 7.1: The behavior of error bound under the top-p POPS constraint as p varies.
results are shown in Table 7.5. We use the simple trend trading method (TREND) as the
baseline: use yesterdays’ movement to predict today’s movement. Using PC algorithm, we
got more than 55% accuracies for five stocks; while we could get more than 55% accuracies
for seven stocks using AWA* with top-p POPS constraints.
7.5 Summary
The application of Bayesian networks for the daily stock price movement prediction was
presented in this chapter. The network modeled the correlation information among different
stocks in different stock markets. We shown how to predict some stocks’ price movements
next day by observing other stocks’ information in the markets, so as to seek for daily trading
opportunities. Empirical study showed that we could find many trading opportunities, where
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Stock TREND PC(w=1) BFBnB(w=1) PC(w=2) AWA*(w=2)
002095.SZ 0.5049 0.4936 0.5145 0.5000 0.5149
002230.SZ 0.4912 0.5293 0.5216 0.5248 0.5198
005930.KS 0.5059 0.5598 0.5522 0.5569 0.5569
036570.KS 0.4668 0.5623 0.5623 0.5594 0.5597
0700.HK 0.5176 0.4733 0.5420 0.4707 0.5678
0763.HK 0.4727 0.5496 0.5674 0.5569 0.5569
0992.HK 0.5273 0.5471 0.5369 0.5545 0.5594
1211.HK 0.5020 0.5165 0.5318 0.5124 0.5506
300088.SZ 0.5986 0.6158 0.6240 0.6238 0.6237
600100.SS 0.5029 0.5064 0.5064 0.5025 0.5025
Table 7.5: The prediction accuracy of stock price movement using Bayesian networks.
PC(approximate structure learning) and BFBnB(exact structure learning) are used for
w = 1; PC and anytime window A* are used for w = 2. The simple trend trading method
(TREND) is used as the baseline: use yesterdays’ movement to predict today’s movement.
prediction accuracy is bigger than 55%, using Bayesian networks to predict the up/down
direction of selected stocks. We also showed that with the help of our BFBnB and TopK
anytime window A* structure learning algorithm, the prediction accuracy can be further
improved.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we aim to scale up the exact Bayesian networks structure learning using
heuristic search. We mainly explore in two directions: prune the search space and tighten the
bounds of heuristics. Base on previous work of how to get sparse potential optimal parent
sets (POPS) [60, 18, 66], we further explore how to use POPS to prune search space and
tighten lower bounds of heuristics; We also show how to use correlations among variables to
tighten lower bounds of heuristics.
The main contributions of this dissertation include the following:
1. Create a parent relation graph from the top-K potentially optimal parent sets (POPS),
and explore how the graph can be used to improve heuristic function and error bounds.
2. Provide methods to tighten the upper bounds of breadth-first branch and bound al-
gorithm (BFBnB) for Bayesian networks structure learning by using anytime window
A*.
3. Provide methods to tighten the lower bounds of heuristic search algorithms for Bayesian
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networks structure learning using family grouping and parents grouping-based static
pattern databases.
4. Explore a simple model to predict up/down movements of stock price using Bayesian
networks
We tested all our algorithms on a variety of commonly used machine learning benchmark
datasets against current state of the art algorithms. In most cases, we showed that our
algorithms can scale up the Bayesian networks structure learning using less memory and less
time.
8.2 Future Work
There are two main directions for future work:
1. Domain Knowledge In this dissertation, we extract the POPS constraints from the raw
data and use these constraints to significantly reduce the search space. Even though our
current methods have excellent performance, there may be other ways to further im-
prove them. We are interested in investigating how to integrate domain knowledge into
structure learning procedures. There are mainly two steps where domain knowledge
may help. One is to reduce the complexity of the score calculation by informed domain
knowledge. Currently, all optimal structure learning algorithms assume all necessary
local scores are pre-computed by AD-tree. In order to do AD-tree-like search efficiently,
we must store all scores in RAM at least during the score calculation phase. Thus, the
score calculation is the bottleneck of structure learning. Domain knowledge may pro-
vide useful information to reduce the complexity of the score calculation. The second
step is to investigate how to integrate domain knowledge and information contained
in potential optimal parents sets. For many fields, such as computational biology, a
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massive amount of prior knowledge is available which could potentially help in struc-
ture learning. Combining these prior knowledges with information from suboptimal
solutions could scale Bayesian network learning to big data.
2. Hybrid Search Throughout this dissertation, we have focused only on heuristic search
based learning methods. As said in Section 3.3.3, Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
is also a popular solver for the BNSL problem. Both heuristic graph search and ILP-
based methods have pros and cons. There will be benefit if we can combine the two.
In principle, incorporating the linear programming relaxations into A* should work.
Roughly speaking, we can just run the ILP at all nodes in the order graph for the
remaining variables; the parent sets including the already selected variables are still
retained. If the ILP is solved to completion, then that is the optimal solution, given
the current path and all paths below can be pruned. If not, we can still extract an
upper bound. This idea alone, however, cannot simply work, since time complexity is
high for transition between heuristic search and ILP. More sophisticated methods need
to be explored for effective communication between the two approaches.
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